GREEK INSCRIPTIONS FROM THE ATHENIAN AGORA
LISTS OF NAMES
(PiATEs38-52)

fN THIS ARTICLE are collected severalfragmentsof unpublishedinscriptionsbearing

it lists of names and excavated in the Athenian Agora between 1931 and 1967.1 Their

publication here is a result of my systematicattempt to examine all fragmentsremaining
to be publishedfrom this period.2
1 (P1.38). A fragment of micaceous Pentelic marble (I 2804), found on April 18, 1935, in
an early Byzantine context over the back foundationsand east of the East Stoa (P 14). The
stipple-dressedleft side is preserved,with a draftededge 0.01 m. wide where it adjoins the
face. The left margin is 0.015 m. Letter strokesare very shallow, and the chisel has not
penetratedthe stone deeply enough to make a full vee-cut in any case.
P.H. 0.079 m.; p.W 0.069 m.; p.Th. 0.054 m.; L.H. 0.01 m.; stoichedon, with a square checker pattern,

0.02 x 0.02 m.
fin. saec.V velinit.saec.IV a.?

ETOIX.

lacuna

--- --Eu6x[
Eu[--- ---- -----]
E[--- -------lacuna

The letteringis characteristicof the later 5th or early 4th century B.C. If this is part of
a column of names, it may be from a casualty list. The relativelysmall size of the letters
militatesagainst its being a grave monument or a dedication.The letter height and spacing
seem exactly similar to those of IG 112 1604* (= IG I3 500 [E.M. 80]), a naval list of ca.
435-410 B.C., to judge by the very smallsampleof lettershere preserved.The preservedtext,
however, seems incompatiblewith what surviveson IG 112 1604*, so that it is unlikely to
derivefrom the same stele.
2 (P1.38). A fragmentof Pentelicmarble(I 6106), found on April 26, 1948, in a marbledump
at the southwest corner of the Market Square (H-J 14-15). It is broken all around and at
the back. The face has been badly corrodedby acid, except in one area, where the lettersare
well preserved.
P.H. 0.2 m.; p.W 0.17 m.; p.Th. 0.103 m.; L.H. 0.007-0.008

m.; semistoichedon, with a square checker

pattern, averaging0.0 12 x 0.0 12 m.
1 I am gratefulto ProfessorHomer A. Thompson, the Director Emeritusof the Agora-Excavationsof the
American School of Classical Studies at Athens, for permission to study and to publish these documents. I
also acknowledgethe help and advice of Dr.John Traill,which have savedme from severalsorts of error.
2 For the locations of the findspots(e.g.,P 14), see most recentlyAgoraXIX, plan.
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The letter forms, spacing, and marble type suggest that this may derive from the
monument honoring the non-Athenian Heroes of Phyle, which was set up in 401/0 B.C.3
If I am correct in assigning this fragment to Face A of this monument, the names listed
here will be those of xenoi, and the initial letters surviving in some cases will be names of
trades, rather than personal names or demotics.
Line 1: -&]v x6[trXoq]? or xa[puo7tcXrA]?
Line 2: -vrq 4&XxEs(]? or X[puaox6oq]?The left tip of a diagonal survivesat the top of the stoichos.
Line 3: -8n5 vy[xsEpEsUt]? or vy[xtoy(uXoa]?The bottom right corner of delta survives.The tip of
a diagonalis preservedat the right edge, at the top of the stoichos.
Line 4: copos 1[fxt&v]? or r[EsXvhtr]?or 1[paso7CooL6c]?
The left tip of the horizontalof tau survives.
Line 5: The bottom of a central verticalis preserved.There are severalpossible readings. The position
of these lettersin the line suggeststhat they derivefrom a personalname, ratherthan from a trade name.
Line 6: -Lot [XBo7toAk]? or [unopo~]?or [pLo7tX]?
Line 7: Perhapsthe end of a personalname -aX[L]? The stone breakson the angle between the diagonal
and the bar of alpha;this letter is set inter-stoichos.
Line 8: PerhapsXBV[onoL6g]? After the nu, however,there is the bottom of a central vertical cut, with
a fainter horizontal extending to its right: this should be the bottom left corner of an epsilon, rather than
an omicron, set at the center rather than at the edge of the stoichos; following this the stone is broken on
a diagonalthat slopes up to the right and then flattensout, thus resemblingthe bottom left corner of an alpha.
Line 9: -o t[prns]? The top half of a circularletter survivesat the left edge, smaller in diameter
than the omega of line 4 but having the same diameter as both the omega of line 12 and all omicrons on
this stone; omicron seems more likely.
Line 10: [yuop]y6c? or, more likely, the end of a personal name -yoq. The horizontal of gamma is
preserved;the stone seems to breakon the vertical.
3 IG II2 10 (E.M. 8147); for new fragmentsfrom Aigina and Piraeus, dealing with the non-Athenians so
involved, see Hereward 1952 (E.M. 13103 a and P and IG JJ2 2403 [PiraeusMuseum, but now, apparently,
lost]);SEG XII 84; XXI 218; XXIV 75; XXVIII 47; XXX 54; XXXI 57; XXXII 40; XXXIV 55; XXXVI
139; XXXVIII 53. For a new edition of the fragments,with argumentsfor the date and circumstances,see
Osborne 1981, pp. 37-41; Osborne 1982, pp. 26-42, no. D6. Forfragmentsof the earliermonument from the
Agora Excavations,dealing with the Athenian participantsin the overthrowof the Thirty, see Meritt 1933,
pp. 151-155, no. 3 (Agorainv.nos. I 16 a, I 17, and I 18);Raubitschek1941 (Agorainv.nos. I 16 b and I 93).
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Line 11: -Xq np[LovonoL6q]?At the left, the traces suggesta damaged kappa,ratherthan a fragmentary
tau; at the right, the verticaland the beginningof the lower part of the loop of rho survive.
Line 12: -Xxv n[XuveG6]?
or 4[pLovontoL6q]?
Line 13: Xap[8&yo6]?or Xap[xaycov'6]? or Xap[vaxonoL6q]?There does not seem to be a physical
join, but in appearanceand spacingthis fragmentis closest to the lower part of Face A of E.M. 13103 [p].

Where this fragmentshouldbe placed in relationto the other fragmentsalreadyknown,
it is not possible to say. Hereward postulated that there were four columns of names on
Face A, and Osborne suggeststhat these names were listed under the phylai to which the
of Face B; of these
newly enfranchisedAthenianswere assigned,as were those of the isote1eLis
columns, only the right-handone can be certainlyplaced.4
3 (P1.38). A fragmentof Pentelicmarble(I 7028), found in March of 1967, in a marblepile in
the Market Square in the area of the SouthwestFountainHouse (G-J 16). It is broken all
aroundand at the back. The face is badly corroded,with a smallpatch of the originalsurface
preservednear the middle.
P.H. 0.246 m.; p.W 0.115 m.; p.Th. 0.082 m.; L.H. 0.006-0.008 m.; semistoichedon,with a horizontal
checkerof ca. 0.008 m. and a verticalcheckerof 0.012 m. The horizontalspacingaverages0.002 m.
fin. saec.V velinit.saec.IV a.?

ETOIX.

lacuna
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This is probably a list of names, either alone or with demotics or ethnics. From the
small sample of letters preservedhere it seems possible that this, too, may derive from the
monument for the non-AthenianHeroes of Phyle (see 2 above),which it resemblesin marble
type, letter forms, letter sizes, and spacings. It is closest to the upper part of Face A of
E.M. 13103 [3]. These names, however,are in some cases followed by uninscribedspaces,
indicating that they come at the ends of lines, yet their endings do not seem likely to be
those of trade names, which would be requiredif my tentative assignmentof this fragment
is correct. Thus, the identificationof this fragment remains uncertain, although the letter
forms provide a rough date for it.
'

The identity of, and the nature of the honors granted to, these individualsis in some doubt. I incline
to accept the argumentsput forwardby Osborne (1982, pp. 32-43) that these persons were xenoi,granted
citizenship(FaceA, about 70-90 cases)or isoteleia
(FaceB, about850-888 cases),ratherthan all fullyenfranchised
Athenians,as other earliercommentatorshave argued.Forearlierdiscussions,see the bibliographygatheredby
Osborne (1982, p. 26 and note 66).
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4 (P1.39). A fragmentof bluish,slightlymicaceousPentelicmarble (I 6038), found onJuly 4,
1947, in a Late Roman context west of the Civic Offices ( 12).It is brokenall around and at
the back. There is a vertical,uninscribedspace of 0.014 m. between lines 1 and 3.
P.H. 0.07 m.; p.W 0.036 m.; p.Th. 0.051 m.; L.H. 0.006-0.009 m.; nonstoichedon,with a verticalchecker
of 0.012 m. The last line seems to have generally smaller and more cramped letters, especially epsilon, and
it is possible that the inscriptionwas actually inscribed to a loose stoichedon pattern, with a change of the
patternin line 5.

init.saec.IV a.?

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna

?---

]_--vV

[-]-----

I- - - - - - -1P?Ga[- - - - - -I

5

[-------?]r
A[?-----[_- - - -- - .]-Gu[?-- - - lacuna

Line 1: The bottom horizontalof epsilon and the left foot of a triangularletter survive.
Line 3: The left apices of sigma appear to be preservedbut are ratherclose to the omicron.
Line 5: The left arm of upsilonsurvives.Perhapsthe end of a name and the beginningof a patronymic(-]5
E,,[- -

This appears to be a list of names with patronymics(or demotics?),perhaps with the
demoticson the second line in each case. Whetheror not this is arrangedin columnarfashion
is unclear.Line 2 may be the end of one group of names or the heading of a second group.
The letter forms and the spacing of the letters resemble those of several early 4th-century
financial documents, such as IG 112 1375, 1380, 1382, 1383, 1401, 1468, 1686, and 1687;
similarly,they appear close to those of IG I12 55 (especiallyto the new fragment, Agora
I 5147 = IG 1362) and other late 5th-centurydocuments.The closestresemblance,however,
is found in IG 1121930 and 1951, the formera liturgicalcatalogueof 383/2 B.C., the lattera
list of sailors from early in the 4th century B.C., and it is not impossiblethat this fragment
derivesfrom one of these two documents.
5 (P1. 39). A fragment of micaceous Pentelic marble (I 5658), found on February 20,
1939, among marbles from the demolition of a house at the north foot of the Areopagus
(M-P 20-23). It is broken all around and at the back. The verticalspacing between lines 4
and 5 is a little greaterthan elsewhereon the stone.
P.H. 0.146 m.; p.W 0.114 m.; p.Th. 0.037 m.; L.H. lines 1-4, 0.006-0.007 m.; semistoichedon,with
a horizontal checker of 0.0165 m. and a vertical checker of 0.0150 m.; L.H. lines 5ff., 0.005-0.006 m.;
nonstoichedon,with a verticalcheckerof 0.0140 m.
antemed.saec.IV a. (383/2 B.c.?)

Semi-ETOIX.
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The letter shapes and vertical spacing are the same as those of lines 12-21 of IG JJ2 1928
(E.M. 8087), of IG 112 1929 (E.M. 8088), and of parts of IG IJ2 1930 (E.M. 8086), and the
marble type seems to be the same; all these are dated in the late 380's B.C. and may have
formed parts of the same monument, a series of stelai set one against the other, as is indicated
by the physical appearance of IG JJ2 1928 and IG I12 1929. Their purpose was to record
the names of liturgists and their substitutes, as a result of the process of diadikasia.
Line 1: The bottom left corner of epsilon survives.
Line 2: The letter traces in the first stoichos are confused;there is an apparentflattened circle, as of a
phi, but there are also traces that resemble the outer diagonals of a sigma. Possibly,the mason inscribed a
sigma here in errorand then correctedit to a phi. At the right edge, the left leg and apex of lambda survive.
Line 3: After omicron there are two markson the break which may be the right apices of a sigma. A
punctuationmark is also a possibility;less likely is part of an upsilon. The vertical spacing is the same as that
of lines 13-21 of IG 112 1929, including the somewhat greatervertical spacing between lines 4 and 5, which
matches the spacing between lines 17 and 18 of IG 112 1929. It is thus quite likely that I 5658 derives from
the left side of the stele of IG I12 1929. If so, the letter after omicron will be a sigma, and the name will be
in the nominative.
Line 4: The sigmais more visibleon the photographthan it is on squeezes.There are very faint tracesthat
might possiblybe letter strokesto the right of this, below upsilon and rho of line 3.
Line 5: There are confusing traces in the third and fourth spaces: in the third there is what looks like
a nu or a mu, followedin the next space by a letterthat resemblesan alpha or a delta, ratherthan a lambda, but
there does not seem to be any name that correspondsto this combination.
Line 6: Afteromicron there is a diagonalcut; if this is part of a letter,it could be the tip of the left diagonal
of an upsilon or, less likely, the upper stroke of a punctuation mark. The upper left corner of rho (or, less
likely,epsilon)is preservedat the right edge.
Lines 7 and 8: None of the dotted letters presents any clear letter stroke;I print what seems likeliest,
from among severalchoices.
Lines 1-4 of I 5658 seem to be cut semistoichedon,resembling the upper part of IG II2 1928, while
lines 5ff. are not, resemblingIG II2 1929. If I 5658 derivesfrom the left part of the stele, as I believe it may,the
differencesbetween it and IG I12 1929 may be more apparentthan real, since, in nonstoichedoninscriptions,
letters near the left edge often give the appearanceof being cut stoichedon. We may thus tentativelyrestore
as follows(withI 5658 as fragmentb):

b+a

.][----:
'ApL8
&vtl] epaauM&otoi 'AXxVre&v18o:
-- ] QoxXe[- -- -: &vtl]: 'ApL85Xot6 Mvnc&pXo:'Qa0rev
? ?]--1 S5a<pos [?
Aa]jnt: &vtt Aritttvo to 'Avuty(vzos E2crz
? ?]-- E -[-------?-:] &vtl KypLOObpotz6HavaloXog 'AXap
&vt.4LXoxp&tos lo boLXOX6osHlaLa
I------]xa[?]A[--------]:
-&vtl AMovzo0t6 'AyocmxXBog'EXeu
-.]o[.]tp[:]
I[-----.
.]Ovy[-------:
&vtt:] KtzoUt(o tz6ELjIXo: KuOpplo
- --- - - - - - &vtt Der%oxp&toust6 'ApLa-oULxo'Apy
[-?-?- - - . . -]1]:
[-?---.]a

15

20

[?

The letter forms of IG JJ2 1929 and of I 5658 suggest a date in the first decades of the 4th
century B.C. The hand seems very much like that of IG IJ2 33, which is dated to ca. 385
B.C., a date that is well suited to the orthography in which omicron generally stands in for
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omicron upsilon;5 thus, it is probably correct to set the date by IG 112 1930 (which, as I
have noted above, may form part of the same monument),that is, 383/2. To the same year
belongs also IG II2 1931, whose whereaboutsare unknownbut which may also derive from
this monument.
6 (P1.39). A fragment of micaceous Pentelic marble ( 1628), found on March 21, 1934,
in a late context over the Tholos (G 12).It is brokenall around and at the back.
P.H. 0.079 m.; p.W 0.064 m.; p.Th. 0.0 16 m.; L.H. 0.005 m.; stoichedon,with a squarecheckerpatternof
0.008 x 0.008 m. in lines 2-5.
There is a verticaluninscribedspace of 0.006 m. between lines 5 and 6.
antemed.saec.IV a.

5

ETOIX.

lacuna
----------....]vacat
[-------------*--*tl
-------------**tl
----- -------*]Etby)5

[-----------?o]tpato[5]
[-- -- -- - - - - - -

--1

lacuna
Line 2: The right leg of lambda survives.
Line 6: The tops of these letters survive;the firstletter could thus be zeta, xi, or tau, and the third letter
could equallywell be epsilon, gamma, or pi, or even mu. The verticalspace between this and line 5 is 0.006 m.,
greaterthan that between other lines;thus, a new rubricor list may begin here: one might restore,for instance,
] (Hippothontis:VIII) or [Ho]4[LoL] (Leontis:IV), if this is a prytanydocument.
['AVa]qael?

This is a list of names, arranged in columns, in the nominative and without demotics or

patronymics,althoughperhapsunder demotic headings.As such, it could be a casualtylist,
althoughthe letteringseems too smallfor this, or, more likely,a list ofprytaneisor, perhaps,of
thiasotai.
The letter forms are very similarto those of IG II2 1745,6 a list ofprytaneisof Oineis,
dated to 360/59, and of IG 1122345, a list of thiasotai,dated early in the 4th century B.C.,
but, since each of these documents is complete, this fragmentmust derive from a separate
monument.
7 (P1.40). A fragmentof bluishwhite, micaceousPentelicmarble(I 4160), found on May 23,
1936, in a marble dump in the northwestcorner of the Market Square (G-K 5-8). The
smooth-dressedright side is partly preserved. The face is badly abraded, but there seems
to be an uninscribedspace of maximumwidth 0.070 m. to right of the inscription.
P.H. 0.078 m.; p.W 0.16 m.; p.Th. 0. 11Im.; L.H. 0.005 m.; nonstoichedon, with a vertical checker of
ca. 0.008-0.009 m.
antemed.saec.IV a.

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna

?--]-----------[-------------

]u
*]me[X]vre,

5 See Threatte 1980, pp. 238-259, ??13.O0-13.03.In IG II2 1929 the genitive ending is spelled out in full

about as often as it is contracted;in IG II2 1928, 1930, and 1931 it seems alwaysto be contracted.
6 =AgoraXV) no. 17.
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lacuna

Line 1: The bottom of the right hasta and, perhaps,the bottom of the diagonal of nu survive.
Line 2: The right foot of mu and the tops of upsilon and sigma are preserved.
Line 3: The diagonalsof upsilon are preserved;from theirjunction there extends downwardto the right a
shallowdiagonalmarkthat looks like the lower diagonalof a chi but which is more likelyto be a random mark.
There is also a shallowverticalmarkbetween the upsilon and the epsilon;this might, if the "upsilon"is actually
a chi, be an iota, added later as an afterthought,but not only does it disturbthe horizontal spacing, which
is otherwiseregular,but also it is very shallowindeed, only a scratchratherthan a letter stroke.
Line 4: The right tip of the upper horizontalof epsilon is preserved.
Line 5: There are traces before and after the nu that, perhaps, are supportive of the restoration
ratherthan [Ati]cvE[6q],if this is, indeed, a list of demesmen of Kekropis.
[Tp]tvE[[uEeiu]
Line 6: It is not certainthat anythingwas inscribedhere. On the stone there seem to be faint tracesof iota,
omicron, and sigma, below and to right of the nu of line 5, but these are not visible on the squeeze or in
the photograph.

This appears to be a columnar list of names with demotics. Melite, if that is the correct
restoration in line 2, belonged to Kekropis until 308/7 and thereafter to Demetrias until
201 /0. Xypete also belonged to Kekropis; and if [(X] ueu is the correct restoration in line 3,
this might be restored as a list of Kekropid demesmen. Thus, one might restore ['AOto]yei6g
or [AtM&]yveuin line 1 and [EutocrX'tt]io; in line 6, while the demotic in line 5 might be
either [Tp] [ve[,iee] or [Ati] yve [6os],but with the former the better candidate. The script,
especially epsilon with its slightly splayed upper bar and sigma with a slightly flattened upper
diagonal, most resembles that of IG JJ2 1932 (E.M. 8050), a liturgy catalogue of the first
half of the 4th century; IG 112 1952 (E.M. 8065/6/7), a list of cleruchs of roughly the same
date, is also very similar in appearance. This fragment cannot derive from either of those
documents, however, since the method of listing names is different in each case.
8 (P1.40). A fragment of pale gray Hymettian marble (I 1817), found on April 30, 1934, in a
late context in the Bouleuterion Square (F 11). The stipple-dressed right side is preserved.
P.H. 0.074 m.; p.W 0.116 m.; p.Th. 0.054 m.; L.H. 0.007 m.; nonstoichedon, with a vertical checker

of 0.012 m. in lines 1 and 2 and of 0.016 m. in lines 3ff. Line 1 may be inscribedin largerletters.
antemed.saec.IV a.
[

*

[------~

I-

5

- - - - -

.
[------

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna
t ]nG p[o]Xvj[:?]

'Ao?.4cT

~~~~

- -A-

--]--

vvv
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VV

]vacat

-lacuna

Line 1: The bottoms of these letterssurvive:of the finaleta, only the bottom of the righthasta is preserved.
The traceshere suggestthe end of a prytanydedication,ratherthan another name,7with &v6Omavmisplaced
from the normal order: [- - - nput&veLg ot ntL--- apxovtog &v60Ooavoarc(ptVo6)vtre 6n6 b 8o&[Uo xat

7 Cf. IGI2 1748 = AgoraXV; no. 26, and IG II2 1748 = AgoraXV, no. 37.
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The apparentlylargerlettersof line 1 supportthis suggestion,since citationssuch as this were
r]s 13[o]X~[g].
sometimesinscribedin largerletters,as in the case of IG I12 1748, lines 1-5 and 1749, lines 1-3.
Line 2: The tip of the upper strokeof sigma survives.Anaphlystosbelonged to Antiochis and in the 4th
centuryB.C. contributedlOprytaneis.8

So far as one can tell fromthe relativelyfew individualletterspreserved,the hand is close
to, if not identical with, those of AgoraXV; nos. 6 and 22,9 both prytany documents of the
early 4th century B.C., and the list is similar to that of AgoraXV, no. 6 in that it does not
includepatronymics.
The names seem to be in the nominative,withoutpatronymics,and are apparentlylisted
by deme. Compare IG 112 175010in which Anaphlystosheads a list of bouleutai
grouped by
trityesof the three regions: Anaphlystoswas in a coastal tritys.If the same arrangementwas
employedhere, however,the order of trityesis reversed,since this fragmentarylist occupied
the right edge of the stele.
9 (P1.40). A fragmentof blue-grayHymettian marble ( 1505), found on March 10, 1934,
in a late wall north of the Tholos (G 11). It is broken all around and at the back. There
is an uninscribedspace of minimum width 0.056 m. to right of the inscription. The face
stillbears marksof the finishingrasp.
P.H. 0.11Im.; p.W 0.085 m.; p.Th. 0.037 m.; L.H. lines I(?),4, and 7, 0.007 m.; lines 6 and 9, 0.006 m.;
nonstoichedon,with a verticalcheckerthat averages0.0105 m.
antemed.saec.IV a.

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna

5

--------[?--[-------------?..
I---------------[--------------..

vacat
v"at
N5
vacat
5

[------~---------

vacat

[-------------.]
[-------------

W]n[8%G

lacuna
Line 4: The right hasta and part of the horizontalof eta are preserved.
Line 9: This might be [Kpw]ni8r (Leontis),or it could be the end of a personal name.

This appearsto be part of a list of names, perhapswith demotics, arrangedin columns
and in the nominative case; thus, it may be a list of magistrates,a prytany list, or else an
ephebic document.The blankspacesin lines 2, 3, 5, and 8 may indicateshortnames, and the
slightlylargersize of the lettersin lines 1(?),4, and 7 a series of headings,perhaps demotics,
in the early orthographyin which -rq stands for -6t in the nominative plural; compare
Agora I 3400, a prytany dedication of Erechtheis, dated to 381/0,11 which, in fact, has
8

See Traill 1975, table X.
9 Respectively,Agora I 3400 and Agora I 3798.
10 = AgoraXV: no. 44; see also Traill 1986, pp. 109-110.
11 AgoraXV, no. 6.
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lettershapesvery much like those found here and in which personalnames are listedwithout
patronymics,under demotic headings. The marble type, Hymettian rather than Pentelic,
suggestsa slightlylater date than that of I 3400, if this is part of a prytany dedication: the
earliestexample of Hymettianmarblebeing used for such a monumentseems to be AgoraXV,
no. 15, dated ca. 360 B.C.
10 (P1.41). A fragmentof pale gray Hymettian marble (I 2566), found on March 4, 1935,
in a Late Roman context over the inner foundation of the Odeion (M 12). It is broken all
around and at the back. There is an uninscribedhorizontalspace of 0.042 m. to left of the
inscription.
P.H. 0.015 m.; p.W 0.094 m.; p.Th. 0.077 m.; L.H. line 1, 0.007 m.; lines 2ff., 0.006 m.; nonstoichedon,
with a vertical checker of 0.011 im. The space between lines 1 and 2 is 0.007 m., compared with 0.006 m.
between each of the remaininLg
lines.
med.saec.IV a.?

Non-ETOIX.
launa

l[--------------]
'ApL[-- - - - - - - -- - - -]

?
Noui[ ----------------- ---Nauq<[lacuna

Line 1: The stoneseemsto breakon a diagonal,theleftleg of a triangular
letter.
Line 3: The bottom of the left outer diagonalof mu survives.

Line4: The stonebreaksin sucha wayasto suggesttheupperleftangleof a sigmaor,lesslikely,thelefttip
of the horizontalof a tau.

The largerlettersin line 1 and the greaterspacingbetween it and line 2 suggestthat this
may be a heading;if so, this may be a list of membersof a deme, such as DLX[aCL8L&l]
(Aigeis).
The uninscribedspace to the left suggeststhat this stele may have borne several columns
of names, as, for instance, in a list of prytaneisor of epheboi.The script, however, strongly
resembles that of IG 1122390 (E.M. 8667), a list of foreigners,perhaps Thrakians, dated
to the mid-4th century B.C., which is also Hymettian marble, but the sample of preserved
lettersis probablytoo small to permit secure assignmentto that document.
11 (P1.41). A fragmentof bluishwhite, micaceousPentelicmarble(I 6895), found on May 19,
1959, in a settlingbasin on Hypapanti Street, south of the Aqueduct (T 21). The smoothdressedleft side is preserved. Between lines 1 and 2 and lines 4 and 5, there are vertical,
uninscribedspaces of 0.028 m. The face stillbears marksof the finishingrasp.
P.H.0.242m.;p.W 0.17m.;p.Th.0.094m.;L.H.lines2-4, 0.01-0.011Im., nonstoichedon,
witha vertical
checkerof 0.019 m.;lines5ff.,0.01Im., nonstoichedon,
witha verticalcheckerof 0.02 m.
med.saec.IV a.?
lacuna
[j- *-~5-]lx[ -------]
vacat
yv
[?-----------?
KXeoX&p[rg?--------'ApLcrroxp[?- ----?-?---1

Non-ETOIX.
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vacat
5

. evao

Z[------------]

[.]LjWV[ - - - - - - - - - - -1
... .]V[

- - - - - - - - - - - -1

lacuna

Line 1: The bottoms of these lettersare preserved.
Line 5: The upper horizontal of the initial letter is partly preserved;gamma, zeta, and tau cannot be
entirelyruled out, althoughthe manner in which the stone breaksbelow this horizontalis extremelysuggestive
of a xi.
Between lines 1 and 2 there are very faint marksthat may be letter strokes,0.007 m. in height, suggesting
the lettersTANH. It is more likelythat these are merelyrandommarksfromthe processof finishingthe surface.
The names are inscribed in columns, but it is not possible to say whether patronymicsor demotics, or
both, were also inscribed,nor even whetherthese men were Athenians.The largesize of the letterssuggeststhat
this may be part of a dedicationor of a list of magistrates.

Two masons seem to have workedon this stone. The letterforms and spacing of lines 24 are similar,except for omega, to those of IG 112 1953 (E.M. 8068), dated to 357/6. The
letter forms and spacing of lines 5ff. are very close to those few surviving(mu and omega,
especially)on the heading of IG JJ2 1699 (E.M. 8670), dated to 343/2, and, with more letters
to choose from, to those of IG IJ2 1703 (E.M. 2898), of much the same date; the latter, a
list of magistrates,has inset headings, such as might have occurred (between lines 1 and 2
and between lines 4 and 5) on the fragmentdiscussedhere. Thus, this list may have been
similarin form to IG 112 1703. Anotherdocumentof about the same date, offeringonly a few
letters for comparisonbut appearingto be by the same or a very similarhand, is AgoraXV,
no. 30 (AgoraI 4509), a prytanydocument that would have borne a list of prytaneisbelow
the text that survivestoday.
12 (P1.41). A fragmentofmicaceous, bluishwhitePentelicmarble(I 5685), found on March 1,
1939, in a marble pile just outside the Market Square, to the southeast (Q-S 17-19). The
stipple-dressedright side is preserved.
P.H. 0.268 m.; p.W 0.132 m.; p.Th. 0.077 m.; L.H. 0.005 m.; semistoichedon,with a horizontalchecker
averaging0.0095 m. and a verticalcheckerof 0.0077 m.
postmed.saec.IV a.

Semi-ETOIX.
lacuna
- - - - - - - ---- v

-[

I-_--_-_____-__-_--

-

v1lOq

----I

I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------......... ]VO

5

[- -- -- -- -I-

----------

- - - - -- - - - - - - -

141qt)
I (O)r?q
-----........

I- -- -- -- -- -- ---v -- 8](Op?5
..]Yavro
[- - - - - - - - - - - - - --I10

[- -- -- -- -- -- - -I-- -- -- -- -- -------I- -- -- -- -- -- - -?]LoV

---

]yo
..])X&8Jq
---v v4][v8*[g
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[ --------------------1I

[---------------]68[o]-co[q]
7 lines obliterated
-- ApL]at6P9[uXoq]
. .]v6atrp[awroq]

[ ?----?--?----

25
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[_-[-------------

---**]XaG[----1]

- - - - - - - - - -

?
. .]XI[?]
[
1
[- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- *]qq[-- - -

30

- -

-4 - -?[- - - - - - - - - - - - - - **]L[lacuna

Lines 1-2: These seem to be set a littleto the rightof lines 3ff., so that the sigma of line 2 is between the nu
and the omicron of line 3. There is a possibleupper rightdiagonal(of an upsilon?)to left of the sigma in line 1.
Line 23: The vertical of tau and the lowest diagonal of sigma survive.The surfacehas perished to right
of this sigma, and so it is not possible to say whether or not it is the end of the name.
Line 24: The left half of omicron survives.The restorationof this name establishesthe position of the
left edge of the column.
Lines 25-30: The traces here are very ambiguous, and I print only what seems reasonablycertain. In
Line 26 there may be a vacatafter the sigma, but the surfaceis too damaged for certainty.Below line 30 the
surfacehas perished,but there is room for one more line below the iota of line 30.

The names appear to have been arrangedin columnar fashion, without patronymics
or demotics. Where names can be restoredwith any certainty,they are common names,
found in many Attic demes, and thereforenot usefully diagnostic (although there may be
a slightbias in favorof the demes of Melite and Paiania).This might be a prytanydedication
similarto IG JJ2 1745 (AgoraXV, no. 17= E.M. 10651), in which there are listed 21 names
from the deme of Acharnai,without patronymics.
Script, letter size, and vertical spacing resemble those of IG JJ2 2346b (E.M. 8666),
which is virtuallystoichedon;this list of thiasotai,however,has personal names on one line,
alternatingwith patronymicson the next line, which does not seem to be the case here. The
hand is the same as that of several of the records of manumissionsof the third quarter of
the 4th century 1.C.12and also of IG JJ2 1582+, apoletairecordof 342/1-339/8.13
13 (P1.41). A fragmentof blue-grayHymettianmarble(I 1580),foundon March 16, 1934, in
a Late Roman context over the floor of the Tholos (G 11). The smooth-dressedleft side is
preserved,with a margin of 0.055 m.
P.H. 0.025 m.; p.W 0.116 m.; p.Th. 0.046 m.; L.H. 0.006 m.; probablynonstoichedon, with a vertical
checkerof 0.011 m.
ca. 330-320 a.?

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna

- - -NLxox--ou? - - - - - -?

lacuna
Line 1: The bottoms of the verticalsof nu (or eta) survive.
2 Notably,IG I12 1556A (E.M. 7947), 1557A (E.M. 7948), and 1558A (E.M. 7946).
E.M. 462+several fragmentsfrom the Agora = AgoraXIX, P 26.
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The paragraphon
in line 2 is 0.015 m. long, extending 0.003 m. into the margin. For
similarparagrapha,
cf. IG 1121576, 1579, 1679, and 2396, for instance: respectively,a record
of manumissions,apoletairecord,a list ofprytaneis,
and a list of foreigners.Since line 2, at least,
begins with a name, this is unlikelyto be a lease or poletaidocument. The survivingletters
and their spacing, as well as the marble type, resemblethose of severalof the manumission
records,and this fragmentmight thereforederive from one of these stelai.14Among these
the spacing of the fragmentdiscussedhere is closest to that of IG 112 1556, 1557, and 1558
(FaceA in each case).If so, the name in line 2 is likelyto be a patronymic,as I have restored
it, and the rest of this line will have contained this man's demotic and the phrase [Yci&Xnv
acX01t6v:H],complete or abbreviated,as in the manumissionrecords.
14 (P1.42). A fragmentof blue-grayHymettianmarble(I 6688), found in October of 1954, in
a marblepile west of the Tholos (E-M 10-12). It is brokenall around and at the back.
P.H. 0.0092 m.; p.W 0.103 m.; p.Th. 0.027 m.; L.H. 0.007 m.; nonstoichedon, with a vertical checker
of 0.018 m.
ca. 335-325 a.?

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna

[---]

4LOVU[-------

lacuna
Line 1: The bottom of the right diagonal of delta surviveson the break.
Line 2: The apex of a triangularletter survivesat the left. The upsilon is very badly cut, with its right
diagonaljoining the vertical well down the shaft, below the point at which the left diagonaljoins it, so that
it might also be read as a psi. This, perhaps,is part of a patronymic.

This seems to be a list of names (and patronymics?)in columns,probablywith demotic
headings.The numberof preservedlettersis so smallthat any attemptto identifythe hand is
hazardous;nevertheless,those that are preservedare similarto those found on Agora I 6954
(which also has the same marble type), a list of eplheboi
of Kekropisdated 332/1?, but with
differentspacing. The disparityin findspotsmakes attributionto AgoraXV, no. 494 (R 15)
unlikely,as does the differencein spacing, but the similarityof letter forms should provide
an approximatedate.15
15 (P1.42). A fragment of bluish, slightly micaceous Pentelic marble (I 1668), found on
March 20, 1934, in a marble dump from the destructionof late walls in the area southwest
of the Odeion (K-L 11-12). It is broken all around and at the back. There is a vertical
uninscribedspace of 0.024 m. below line 2 and a horizontalspace of 0.011 m. to the left.
P.H. 0.082 m.; p.W 0.023 m.; p.Th. 0.05 m.; L.H. 0.008-0.009 m.; possibly stoichedon, with a vertical
checkerof 0.016 m.
14 IG II2 1553-1578+SEG XII 99; XVIII 36-50; XXV 178-180; XXXV 248; XXXVIII 53; XXXIX 168.
15 Agora
XV, no. 494, now identifiedas an ephebic list, ratherthan a list ofpytaneis,by Traill(1986, pp. 2-12),

who adds to it Agora I 431, I 929, I 990, I 2259, I 2301, and I 7479. Note, particularly,the very broad alpha
with low bar, the somewhatsquat and broad nu, and the omicron,which, although smallerthan most of those
on I 6954, is the same diameteras those in the lower part of Column II of that document.
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ETOIX.?
lacuna
vacat A[?------vacat E[?------vacat

The uninscribed space to left of these letters suggests that this is part of a list, rather
than of a decree, which would be likely to have a much narrower margin.
16 (P1.42). Twojoining fragments of creamy white, micaceous Pentelic marble (I 6588+6489),
found at different times and places and firstjoined by me in 1978.
Fragmenta (I 6588) was found on March 17, 1953, in a modern house wall, over the site of the Heliaia
J-J 15). The smooth-dressedleft side and rough-pickedback are preserved.Below the last line the original
surfaceis preserved,providinga vertical uninscribedspace of 0.11 m. The stele was considerablythicker at
the middle than at the sides.
PH. 0.325 m.; p.W 0.165 m.; Th. (top right)0.136 m.; (bottomleft)0.115 m.
Fragmentb (I 6489) was found on April 11, 1952, in a marblepile at the southeastcorner of the Market
Square(K-Q 14-17). Partof the rough-pickedback is preserved.It joins the right edge of fragmenta.
PH. 0.181 m.; p.W 0.11Im.; Th. 0.132 m.
Dimensions as joined: PH. 0.325 m.; p.W 0.258 m.; Th. 0.115-0.136 m.; L.H. 0.005-0.006
stoichedon,with a horizontalcheckerof 0.01 m. and a verticalcheckerof 0.0136 m.
saec.IV a.

i.;

ETOIX.

a

lacuna
14*o* -Cn--------------I

. .....]oa[-------------?

a+b
5

[ECyp]&vtrVq
E[ .... ]vtoy [ vacat?
[.. ]p....
E6]yppy-uou[vacat?
. ]c.x[.]a
5.. ]Bou vacat[--. .6a]t?o I([... .]bou vacat[-P... ]Xe:[-------------1
[. ..]apnva[-------------

10

[.

.]vacat[-----?______
vacat

Line 1: The bottoms of these letters survive. The space to left of the fragmentaryepsilon is 0.05 m.,
sufficientfor a maximum of 6 lettersplus a margin.
Line 3: A left vertical survives;with it there are ambiguous traces that suggest either the horizontal of
an eta or the diagonal of a nu. This is likely to be one of the many names ending in -xXiq; the restoration
depends on how many lettersare calculatedto the left of this.
Line 4: The bottom of an apparentlycentralverticalmay survivebefore the alpha, perhapsof an upsilon
or a phi, or even of a misplaced rho. John Traill has pointed out to me (perep.) that father and son often
follow one another in Attic catalogues and that, therefore,the patronymicof line 5 is likely to be the same
name in the genitive; thus, [E6yp]&vtvqshould be restoredhere (['Ex(pp]&vtvqis much less likely). In the
second name the vertical of epsilon survives,along with traces that may represent the middle and bottom
horizontals. On fragment b the left arm and vertical of upsilon survive. Traill suggests that the patronymic
here may have been somethinglike Euphranias.
Line 5: On fragment a the left vertical of what is probably an eta is preserved. On fragment b before
the rho either upsilon or phi may survivein part;from the traces survivingphi seems a better candidate.The
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letters at the right end of the line seem to be cramped, as if the margin were close at hand. The letter
afterthe alpha may be a nu, or a mu with nearlyverticalouter diagonals,since the lower part of the diagonal is
obscured by an abrasion that extends up to the top of the right hasta; the letter that follows this seems
to be a vertical,apparentlywith a shortdiagonalstrokeattachedto its middle and extending down to the right.
The upper part of this stoichoshas sufferedso much damage that it is impossibleto say whether there was any
letterstrokeat the top, as of a tau, pi, or gamma, for instance,althoughthe hole is more or less horizontalat the
top, as if it concealed the bar of a tau. What survives most resembles a damaged nu, followed by a tau
or a kappa,but there are also tracesthat suggestthat this "tau"may be a beta, of which the damagedlower loop
a name of Thespian
may survive.A possiblerestoration,assumingthat these lettersare MB, is [A6]yp&cip3ou,
origin but attested at Athens in vase inscriptionsca. 450-430 B.C.16 It is much ?morelikely, however, that
the patronymicis the genitiveform of the name found at the beginningof line 4, as Trail suggested(see above).
Line 6: Sigma and kappa are partlyconcealed by an abrasion.On fragmentb the outline of a triangular
letter is visible. A differentmason may have inscribedlines 6-9: the sigmas are very flat in comparisonwith
those found in lines 1-5.
Line 9: A name such as Harpalos or Harpalion? From its position in the line, this is likely to be part
of a patronymic,with a short personalname precedingit.

This appears to be a columnar list of names and patronymics.The letter forms and
spacing seem to be the same as those of Agora I 3798, a prytany document of around the
middle of the 4th century B.C.,'7 but, since that is inscribedon a curved surface, it cannot
possiblybe the home of this fragment.
17 (P1.42). A fragmentof blue Hymettianmarble(I 4872), found on May 19, 1937, in a Late
Roman disturbanceof a Classicalfloor southeast of the Propylonof the Tholos (H 11). It
is brokenall around and at the back. The minimum intercolumnarspace is ca. 0.007 m.
P.H. 0.085 m.; p.W 0.104 m.; p.Th. 0.032 m.; L.H. 0.005-0.006 m.; stoichedon (?), with a horizontal
checkerof 0.008 m. and a verticalcheckerof 0.013 m.
fin. saec.IV a. velinit.saec.III a.
Column I
lacuna
?-?------vacat?
?--?]vto5
-------

ETOIX.?
Column II
lacuna

[----------Av[- - - - - - - - v [---[- - - - - - - - -I

?-----.]cvoc
- - - - - - - -]bavos
-[-

5

][-?-?-?-?-?-?-?--...
lacuna

10

H[----------lacuna

Line 1: There seems to be an uninscribedvertical space here. If I am correct in assuming that this list
was arrangedby demes, we shouldexpect a demotic here, inset at the left and, of course,not fillingup the entire
column width.
Line 2: The right hasta and, perhaps,the bottom of the diagonal of nu survive.
Line 3: The right foot and part of the right loop of omega are preserved.
Line 4: In Column I, the top of what seems to be iota or the right hasta of eta may survive, followed
by the apex of delta. This line is much more crampedthan the two above it; if this name is a patronymic,it may
have been abbreviated,as sometimeshappensin prytanylists.18The name might be, for instance,Praxidamas,
in the genitive: [Hpa4]lMVav[uo], but there are many other possiblenames with this ending.
16

SEGXVI 40.

17

AgoraXxVno. 22.
Cf. AgoraXV: no. 61, for instance.

18
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Line 5: The tip of the upper diagonal of sigma is preserved,below the mu of line 3.
Line 8: There may have been an inset demotic heading here.
Line 9: The delta is followedby a verticalstroke.If thispart of line 9 is inscribedstoichedon,thiswill be the
left hasta of an eta, since there is no trace of any letter stroke to its right at the top; if it is nonstoichedon,
as is Column I, this letter may be an iota.

The letter forms provide an approximatedate. So far as may be judged from so small
a sample,they are identicalto those of AgoraXV, nos. 60 and 61, which are dated to 304/3; 19
each of these is inscribedon Pentelicmarble,and thus neither can be part of the same stele
as that of this fragment. The spacing and letter sizes are also close to those of AgoraXV,
no. 72 (= IG112 2427: E.M. 6085+Agora I 4038+5105+6704), dated to 281 /0; this does
not, however,employ abbreviatedpatronymics.
18 (P1.43). A fragment of Pentelic marble (I 3816), found in March 14, 1936, in a Late
Roman context in front of the Stoa of Attalos,opposite Shop XVII (P 8). Part of the highly
polishedface is preserved,along with the bottom.
P.H. 0.077 m.; p.W 0.092 m.; p.Th. 0.064 m.; L.H. 0.012 m.; stoichedon (?),with a horizontalchecker
of 0.022 m.
saec.IV a.

ETOIX.?
lacuna
[- -- - - -]OE[-

-

l

This may be part of a name, perhaps one ending -6oevoc. I doubt very much whether
any attempt should be made to restorethe noun [np]o6s[vo~],since this is clearly not part
of a decree stele.20
19 (P1.43). A fragmentof blue-grayHymettian marble ( 1781), found on April 14, 1934,
in a late context southwestof the BouleuterionSquare (F 11). It is broken all around and
at the back. There is a verticaluninscribedspace of 0.034 m. above line 1.
P.H. 0.083 m.; p.W 0.073 m.; p.Th. 0.043 m.; L.H. 0.005-0.006 m.; nonstoichedon, with a vertical
checkerof 0.016 m.
fin. saec.IV a.

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna
vacat

[?-

- --

[------?.

p PCLOV V [---

---

'Aa]?tn68cp9[v? ----?-.]xcclx[?-----------

lacuna
Line 2: The first, partiallypreservedletter could be an alpha (withoutits crossbar)or, more likely, an
omega. The upper left curve of the second omicron is preserved.
Line 3: The tops of these letters survive, except for the first, of which only the right tip of a diagonal
is preserved.Perhaps[AL]*act[pXov]?

19 See now Traill 1986, pp. 18-20 (AgoraXV, no. 61) and pp. 26-30 (AgoraXV, no. 72).
20 It might be part of a statue base, in which case the preservedletters could be from an artist'ssignature:
L- - -_~,-^v - _-cinomEcav
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The names are listed in the accusative, as in IG II2 1934+Agora I 5708,21 a list of persons
chosen by a Hierophant to deck a couch and table for Plouton, of which the letter forms
strongly resemble these except that omicron is smaller. Thus, it may derive from a similar monument. If so, above the first name there may have been a three- or four-line heading describing
the occasion for the list, with a "vacat"between this heading and the list, as in IG II2 1934.
The names restored here all occur also in non-Athenian contexts, especially Boiotia and
Corinth, as well as in Athens.
20 (P1.43). A fragment of bluish white micaceous Pentelic marble (I 6133), found in February
of 1949, in a marble pile in the area of the Library of Pantainos (P-R 12-15). It is broken
all arouind and at the back.
P.H. 0.071 m.; p.W 0.079 m.; p.Th. 0.056 m.; L.H. 0.008-0.009 m.; nonstoichedon, with a vertical
checkerof 0.0145 m.
Non-ETOIX.
fin. saec.IV a. velinit.saec.III a.
lacuna
?]--vacat
[
[--------v.]
Exa&[vL[8%]

[-------.

] c, vacat

[----?--?Ip]oxa74[ULoq?]

5

[-------.

.]o[, ?vacat
lacuna

belongedto thephyleLeontis(IV).
Line2: The top of omegais preserved.Skambonidai
Line 3: The stonebreakson the rightcurveof omicron.This may be the end of a personalname;so
(V).
maybe thewordin line4 or,morelikely,thegenitive['Axacitavtt8]oq
withpersonalnamesand demoticsalternatingwithphylenames
Line 4: If thisis a list of magistrates,
is required.Thus, [- - ]oq
on everyotherline and in the officialorderof phylai,the reading[IIp]oa7c&X[CLoq]
belongedto Akamantis
(V),whilePallenebelongedto Antiochis(X).
is ruledout,sinceProspalta
llax[XrvEu6]
Line5: The upperrightquadrantof an omicronmaybe preservedbelowand to the left of the sigma
of line 4. If this is partof a letter,[Ovjt8]9[q](VI)shouldperhapsbe restoredhere,even thoughit seems
too farto the rightin relationto thephylenamein line 3.
The list appears to be columnar, with demotics and phyle names on alternate lines
(for this reason, I assume that line 1 was inscribed [Aewv-TLo~](IV), although no trace of
any name survives here). The document may be a list of magistrates, like IG II2 1704, for
instance, but resembling the much later IG II2 1712, in which names with demotics alternate
with phyle names in the genitive, in the official order of phylai. The letter forms provide
an approximate date.
21 (P1. 44). A fragment of bluish, micaceous Pentelic marble ( 1776), found on April 13,
1934, in a late context in the Bouleuterion Square (F 1). The right side is preserved: this is
smooth dressed and is not at right angles to the face but extends outward at an angle of
about 60 degrees; thus, the monument from which this fragment derives may have been
a tripod base.
with a verticalchecker
P.H.0.062 m.; p.W 0.089 m.; p.Th. 0.054 m.; L.H. 0.005 m.; nonstoichedon,
of 0.013m.
21

= Pritchett 1946, no. 15.
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Non-ETOIX.
vacat
.........]~

.]ou &xKoLX[q]

?-------?...
----------..
?----------

K]oO&xt[8[rj]
ALo ]L [u6?]

lacuna
Line 1: Above the second omicron of line 2 the right tip of a diagonal survives,probablypart of the final
sigma of a demotic, since the stone to right of this is uninscribed.The hand is quite distinctivebut surprisingly
hard to match: noteworthyare epsilon, with its long, equal-lengthedbars, kappa, with its eccentricallyplaced
diagonals,lambda, whose diagonalsdo not quite meet at the apex, omicron, made from two not quitejoining
curves,upsilon,with its shortverticaland misplacedright diagonal,and the tiny,well-shapedomega. The only
documentsin which I have been able to detect most of these featuresare IG II2 796 and 797, two decrees once
attributedto the year of Herakleitos,213/2, but now placed in the year of Euxenippos,305/4;22 accordingly,I
date this fragmentaround this time.

The first two demotics are found between 308/7 and 201/0 in the phyle Demetrias
but in two -different phylai before 308/7; if this is a monument of a single phyle, the phyle
must be Demetrias and the third demotic must be Diomeieus. Names seem to be listed in
the nominative with patronymics and demotics: this rules out a prytany list or bouleutic
catalogue but would suit either an ephebic monument or, more likely, as the apparently
tripodal form of the monument suggests, a choregic dedication.
22 (P1. 44). A fragment of blue-gray Hymettian marble (I 5994), found on June 5, 1947,
above the floor of the Civic Offices ( 12). It is broken all around and at the back. The face
still bears horizontal marks from the finishing rasp.
P.H. 0.054 m; p.W 0.068 m.; p.Th. 0.038 m.; L.H. 0.005 m.; nonstoichedon, with a vertical checker
of 0.011 m.
init.saec.III a.

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna

[-

--

....aExt

[------?.]cypoq

---]

K[----]
lacuna

Line 1: The lower part of the verticaland, perhaps,the tip of the lower diagonal of kappa survive.This
looks like a name followedby a patronymicor by a demotic such as ?X [Kepav&aV].
Line 2: The letterprintedhere as a dotted gamma is so cut that it mightjust be a tau: the horizontalstroke
projectsbeyond the left side of the vertical.The verticaland thejoin of both diagonalsof kappasurvive.Perhaps
a name such as [(XX]cypoq.Less likely,one of the severalnames ending -icxatpos.
Line 3: The stone appearsto breakon a vertical,either the right hasta of a nu or the shaft of an iota.

On the face of it, the names are arranged in columnar fashion, with patronymics (or
demotics), but too little survives for certainty. So far as may be judged from so small a sample,
the letter forms, spacing, and marble type are very much like those ofAgora I 6551, a prytany
document of 279/8,23 from whose register of prytaneisthis fragment might possibly derive,
22

See SEGXXI 357 for the evidence of the date.
no. 75.
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although, since the decree is inscribedstoichedon,whereas this fragmentis nonstoichedon,
the combinationseems unlikely.Other documentsthat may be by the same hand are Agora
I 2553 (a list ofprytaneis
of Oineis, dated ca. 320 B.c.), also inscribedon Hymettianmarblebut
perhaps too early in date,24and IG 1122429 (E.M. 2826), a list of unknown import from
the early 3rd centuryB.C., which is inscribedon Pentelicmarble.
23 (P1.44). Three fragmentsof bluish white Pentelic marble (I 1000+4448, I 1627), found
at differenttimes and in differentplaces. All three are broken at the back but preservethe
highlypolishedrightside, with a projectingflange at the frontwhere itjoins the face, 0.01 m.
deep and 0.001 m. thick. Fragmentsa and bjoin one another.
Fragmenta (I 1000)was found onJune 22, 1933, in late walls over the Propylaiato the New Bouleuterion
(F 10).
PH. 0.109 m.; p.W 0.092 m.; p.Th. 0.058 m.
Fragmentb (I 4448) was found onJanuary 29, 1937, in a Late Roman context west of the Odeion (K 10).
PH. 0.092 m.; p.W 0.088 m.; p.Th. 0.076 m.
Fragmentsa and bjoined: P.H. 0.168 m.; p.W 0.092 m.; p.Th. 0.076 m.
Fragmentc (I 1627)was found on March 21, 1934, in a marblepile near the Tholos (E-H 10-12).
PH. 0.07 m.; p.W 0.04 m.; p.Th. 0.074 m.
L.H. lines 1-2, 0.007-0.008 m.; nonstoichedon,with a verticalchecker of 0.015 m.; L.H. lines 4ff. and
fragmentc, 0.006-0.007 m.; nonstoichedon,with a verticalcheckerof 0.023 m.
antemed.saec.III a.

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna

a
[---------------[--------------

5
b

c

[----------10

H

Im.

vacat
[-----------]
vacat
[-----------]
EE?]Oxp&r5
[------?----T[-----------...
]y6vv T[------------lacuna
-]-

L]X-

[?----------

lacuna
Line 1: The lowerpart of the verticaland the lowerdiagonalof the firstkappasurvive,along with the tip of
the lower diagonal of the second kappa.
Line 2: The right apex and diagonalof mu are preserved.
Line 4: The right tips of the outer diagonalsof sigma survive.
Line 5: The right foot of omega is preserved.The name is such a common one that no useful guesses
may be made about this man.
Line 8: The right hasta of nu is preserved.

The generalcharacterof the letterformsplace this in the firsthalf of the 3rd centuryB.C.
The tendency to thicken the ends of certain letter strokes,almost producing the effect of
serifs,is noteworthyand characteristicof the period. The hand, so far as can be determined
24

AgoraXV, no. 68. Forthe reviseddate, see now Trail 1986, pp. 142-144.
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from the relatively few individual letters preserved, seems to be the same as that of IG 112 723
(E.M. 7346), 739 (E.M. 4598+7442), and 743 (E.M. 7429), none of these securely dated
but placed by their editors at the beginning of the 3rd century B.C. This is a list of names
with patronymics (or perhaps demotics only), not arranged in columns. There seem to be too
many names for this to be part of a list ofproedroi.
24 (P1.45). A fragment of blue-gray Hymettian marble (I 2324), found on February 1, 1935,
in a late context southwest of the Tholos (F 12). The stipple-dressed left side is preserved,
with a drafted edge 0.01 m. wide where it adjoins the face; the left margin is 0.022 m.
P.H. 0.156 m.; p.W 0.113 m.; p.Th. 0.063 m.; L.H. 0.006-0.008 m.; nonstoichedon, with a vertical
checkerof 0.03 m.
antemed.saec.III a.

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna

H-----------------]
Au[---------------Appc [?-----------5

Eu)\[8N?---------NEoxp&[trX? ?---------I.[----------------lacuna

Line 1: The bottom of a vertical is preserved, above the right foot of the alpha of line 2. This could
be the left foot of a letter,precededby a now lost iota or, as I restoreit, the right foot of an eta.
Line 3: The left foot of nu survives.
Line 6: The top of the left hasta of eta is preserved.

The great vertical spacing suggests that this may be part of a list of magistrates, similar to
IG 112 1702, or perhaps with headings inset every other line, as in IG 112 1705, 1707, or
1712, so that each name would have an uninscribed area immediately below it. The amount
of inset, however, would thus be very large, unless, as in IG 112 1712, the name of a phyle
was placed at the center of each title line and the names of the individuals were listed by
name, patronymic, and demotic.
The drafted left edge may indicate that this document was part of a building or of a group
of adjoining stelai. The letter forms closely resemble those ofIG 112 1705+ (E.M. 8022+Agora
I 3951+922), a list of magistrates of the mid-3rd century B.C.,25 which is also Hymettian
marble and whose right-hand fragment has a drafted edge, as this fragment does; the vertical
spacing, however, does not match that of IG 112 1705, and so this fragment must derive from
another stele, perhaps the adjoining one, or a similar monument.
25 (P1. 45). A fragment of micaceous, bluish white Pentelic marble (I 5668), found on
February 25, 1939, in a modern context between the North Slopes of the Akropolis and
the Areopagus (S 23). It is broken all around and at the back.
P.H. 0.08 m.; p.W 0.074 m.; p.Th. 0.036 m.; L.H. 0.005 m.; nonstoichedon, with a vertical checker of
0.0105 m.
25

Schweigert 1939, no. 13. The date has been disputedby variouseditors;most recently,ChristianHabicht
(1982, pp. 45-47) has arguedfor 226/5 or 222/1 B.C. See now Tracy(1988, pp. 314-315), who attributesthis to
the cutter of IG II2 788, ca. 255-235/4 B.C., and adds Agora I 922 to it.
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Non-ETOIX.
lacuna

[- - - - -*

5

]IIOQA)[---]-- M]
X?? (A) [- [- - - - I----I
[- - -- - .]ooxx6oiy
-]
[----W11Pxov[------]
lacuna

Line 1: Only the bottoms of these letterssurvive.
Line 2: The bar of the first alpha is not preserved.The last letter could be alpha or lambda, but there
is a faint horizontaldepressionthat is correctlyplaced for the bar of an alpha.
Line 3: Theta is very faint, and its dot has perished;the diagonalsof alpha are clear,but its horizontalhas
not survived;thus, these letterscould also be read as omicron and lambda, respectively.After these, there are
marks that resemble parts of a rho but which may be random. The space between alpha and chi is wider
than the correspondingspace in line 5, so that it is possible that there were once two letters here, rather than
one. After chi, the omicron is well preserved,but, of the upsilon, only the bottom of its verticalsurvives.
Lines 4 and 5: The left diagonal of upsilon is preservedat the edge, in each case.
Line 6: The apex of lambda and the left diagonalof upsilon survive.

This appears to be a list of names with patronymics and demotics, arranged in columnar
fashion. It might belong to the same stele as the unpublished fragment Agora I 5593, which is
by the same hand and shares identity of spacing and marble type: if so, it is not a simple list of
names, since I 5593 is a fragment of an inventory.
Since both patronymics and demotics (or ethnics?) are involved, this will not be a
prytany or bouleutic list; it could be part of a list of mercenary soldiers (although, in such
lists, patronymics do not seem to have been used), of cleruchs, or of ephebes, or a phyle
list of some sort. The letter forms and spacing are close to, if not identical with, those of
the reverse of Agora I 2014, which is part of a poletai record of the mid-3rd century B.C.26
Similarly, the letter forms and spacing resemble closely those of IG 112 1957 (E.M. 8069),
a list of mercenaries dated near the beginning of the 3rd century B.c. These should provide an
indication of approximate date.
26 (P1.45). A fragment of bluish marble, probably Pentelic ( 6025), found onJuly 2, 1947, in
a marble pile at the southwest corner of the Odeion (K-N 9-12). It is broken all around
and at the back. To right of the final letter in line 1 there is an uninscribed horizontal space of
0.031 m.
P.H. 0.062 m.; p.W 0.098 m.; p.Th. 0.066 m.; L.H. 0.005 m.; nonstoichedon, with a vertical checker
of 0.013 m.
antemed.saec.III a.

Non-ETOIX.

lacuna
vacat
--.]--vou
[
-G ala
---1
I[- - - - - --

-]JAIGV[0g?--1

bsuna
26

AgoraXIX, P 53 (thereare severalother fragmentsof this inscription).
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Line 1: The bottoms of both verticalsof eta survive.This appearsto be the end of a patronymic,without a
demotic. What appears in the photograph as a large epsilon, set slightly above and to the right of this line,
is actuallya group of random marks,rathershallowerthan any genuine letter strokes.
Line 2: To left of the squarishomicron, the bottom right corner of nu is preserved;the diagonal is very
uncertain. If the name in line 1 is a patronymic, this ought to be a name followed by the beginning of a
patronymic;personalnames beginning Pai- are not common, however,whereasthere are two obvious demotic
candidates,Paianieusand Paionides.27
Line 3: Again, given the position of this word in the line, it is likelyto be the end of a patronymic.

This might be a prytanylist;of the same kind of marble,letter size, and spacingis Agora
I 625, dated by its editors to ca. 280-275 B.C., perhaps a little too early28 It may derive
from the registerofprytaneisof a prytanydocument, ratherthan from a list of proedroi
in the
preambleof a decree.
27 (P1.46). A fragment of slightly micaceous Pentelic marble (I 730), found on April 29,
1933, in a Late Roman context in a pit east of the Tholos (H 11). It is broken all around,
but part of the rough-pickedback may be preserved.
P.H. 0.045 m.; p.W 0.081 m.; Th. 0.10 m.; L.H. 0.005 m.; nonstoichedon, with a vertical checker of
0.017 m.; the horizontalspacing averages0.004-0.005 m.
antemed.saec.III a.?

Non-ETOIX. ca. 40?
lacuna

[-

- - - ....]xp[?- - --

----- I

lacuna

Line 1: The left foot of alpha is preserved. The sigma, at first sight, resembles a badly cut delta, but
this is because the lowestdiagonalis almostflat,while the next lowestoverlapsit and is in its turn overlappedby
the next diagonal.
Line 2: At the left edge there is a high diagonal tip, which could be part of a kappa, sigma, or upsilon;
kappais the likeliestreading.At the rightedge there is an apparentleft foot of a diagonalletter,0.004 m. to right
of the eta. This may be the tip of the second lowest diagonal of a sigma, as in line 1, with the lowest diagonal
concealed in the break,or it may be part of alpha, delta, or lambda. One of the many names ending -xxiq is the
most satisfactoryreading.
Line 3: The left foot of a diagonal is preserved,which I have restored as chi, although alpha, lambda,
mu, or, less likely,delta are also possible. The name could be Philocharesor Thersilochos, for instance, in
the nominativeor the genitive.
Line 4: The top of a verticalis preservedat the right edge.

It is not possibleto say whether the names are arrangedin columns or not, nor whether
patronymicsor demotics, or both, were included, but, if all these are parts of names, a
columnar arrangementseems likely.Although there are, perhaps, too few individualletters
27

AsJ. S. Traillremindsme, perep.,May 7, 1989.
AgoraXX no. 77 (which includes Agora I 811, I 818, and I 820). Tracy (1973, pp. 190-192) identifies
severalinscriptionsmade by this cutter,whom he dubs "Cutter4. The Cutterof Agora I 3238 and I 4169". Of
the inscriptionslisted by Tracy, IG II2 661, 668, and 686+687 share the same spacing and letter heights as
those of the fragment here discussed. Tracy originallydated the activitiesof this cutter between 273/2 and
240/39 but now (1988, pp. 304-311) places his activitybetween 286/5 and 245/4 B.C.
28
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for certainty, script, spacing, and marble type seem virtually identical with those of Agora
I 625, part of a prytany document of Akamantis, dated ca. 280-275 B.C.;29 note especially
the distinctive sigma (line 1 and line 2 [?]). This fragment might therefore derive from the
same stele as AgoraI 625, as may I 6025 (26 above).
28 (P1.46). A fragment of a pedimental stele of Pentelic marble (I 3862), found on March 24,
1936, in a marble pile on Kolonos Agoraios in the area of the Hephaisteion (C-G 5-10). It is
broken all around and at the back, but the lower part of an inscribed fascia is preserved above
a crowning molding.
P.H. 0.098 m. (fascia,0.01 m.; molding, 0.01 m.); p.W 0.132 m.; p.Th. 0.082 m. (projectionof molding
and fascia,0.006 m.);L.H. line 1, 0.006 m.; line 2, 0.004 m.; probablynonstoichedon,with a horizontalspacing
of 0.002 m. in line 1 and of 0.003 m. in line 2.
Non-3TOIX.
postmed.saec.III a.?
? ]-- Atcav[TtLo5??-?
] Xbrup[?l ?-lacuna

The letter forms, so far as it is possible to judge from the very few individual letters
surviving here, are very much like those of IG 112 765 and 787, the former dated 244/3 or
243/2 B.C., the latter ca. 236/5.30 Note in particular the rather broad alpha and eta, the
rho with its drooping loop, and the slightly off-balance phi, with its upper vertical canted
over to the right.
This resembles a bouleutic monument or, perhaps, a prytany dedication. Thus, one
might restore a dedication as follows:
VLX#aGCVT?&VH6EaCv]

t5pUT&VEL
AOV[T180q

The letter forms, however, suggest a date in the 3rd century B.C., when such a heading would
not be found; thus, it is more likely to be part of a bouleutic list, with the names of the phylai
carved on the fascia and the demesmen listed in columns under each phyle name.
29 (P1.46). A fragment of bluish white, micaceous Pentelic marble (I 3925), found on April 13,
1936, in a modern context north of the Hephaisteion (D 6). The smooth-dressed right side is
preserved, with a margin of ca. 0.005 m.
P.H. 0.045 m.; p.W 0.115 m.; p.Th. 0.089 m.; L.H. 0.005-0.006 m.; nonstoichedon, with a vertical
checkerof 0.0135 m.

med.saec.III a.

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna

[------------L
-------29

]

A[l
u]
'ApLatoivo[u---]

AgoraXv, no. 77 (see note 28), now placed between 286/5 and 245/4.
30 Tracy (1973, pp. 190-192, and 1988, pp. 304-31 1) ascribes this, too, to the "Cutter of Agora I 3238

and I 4169".
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[?

.] vacat

[------------..

lacuna

Line 1: The bottoms of these letters survive.J. Trail assuresme (perep.,Aug. 6, 1991, in the context
of his complete study of Athenian prosopography)that "the computer liked only the name Aleximenes"for
restorationof this line, and I restoreaccordingly.

This might be a part of Agora I 4871, a list ofprytaneis
of Kekropisdated ca.250-230 B.C.,
whose letterforms and marbletype seem identical.31If so, this fragmentmay contain names
fromthe deme of Phlya(cf.AristomenesPhlyeus,32perhapsan ancestorof the man named in
line 2).
30 (P1.46). A fragmentof blue-grayHymettianmarble (I 1418),found on March 1, 1934, in
a late context in the foundation trench of the Tholos (G 11). It is broken all around and
at the back.
P.H. 0.032 m.; p.W 0.072 m.; p.Th. 0.072 m.; L.H. 0.006 m.; nonstoichedon, with a vertical checker

of 0.012 m.
med.saec.III a.?

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna

[ 'Ixc]apterL~]
AlOy^V[(

- -1-

lacuna
Line 1: The bottom left corner of epsilon survives.The letter preceding this is a damaged iota, with
what appears to be a horizontal strokeextending to its right; this is too high to be part of the horizontal of
a gamma and too low for the loop of a rho.
Line 3: The right tip of the upper diagonal of a sigma is preserved. On the break to left of this there
may survivethe top of a vertical;if so, this letter will be kappa,ratherthan sigma.

The firstline is more widely spacedthan the second, suggestingthat this is a list of names
arrangedin columns under deme headings; as such, it may be a prytany list. So far as it
is possible to identify the hand from the limited number of individualletters preserved, it
seems to be the same as that of Agora I 2264, a prytany document of Aigeis, dated either
ca. 250 or ca. 150 B.C.,33 but it cannot derive from the same stele, since Ikarion in the 3rd
centurybelonged to Antigonisand in the 2nd centuryto Attalis.
31 (P1.47). A fragment of bluish white, slightlymicaceous Pentelic marble (I 4839), found
on May 11, 1937, in the Late Roman fill of a plundered foundation trench for an earlier
monument southeastof the Tholos (H 12). It is brokenall around and at the back.
31

AgoraXV, no. 108. See now Tracy (1988, pp. 314-315), who attributesthis to the cutter of IG II2 788,
ca. 255-235/4 B.C. (see also 24 above).
32

AgoraXV, no. 46, line 15.
AgoraXV, no. 90. This is describedby Tracy (1990, p. 151) as being "in the style of I 6006"; he places the
work of the cutter of I 6006 between 169/8 and 135/4 B.C., so that, if he is correct in linking I 2264 and
I 6006, the date of I 2264 shouldbe aroundthe middle of the 2nd ratherthan the middle of the 3rd centuryB.C.
33
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P.H. 0.037 m.; p.W 0.048 m.; p.Th. 0.016 m.; L.H. 0.006 m.; nonstoichedon, with a vertical checker
of 0.012 m.
postmed.saec.III a.?

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna

X Io[-u----]
'Ap
T[?------?.]&tlX1;r)p
lacuna

?-----

Line 1: The feet of the verticalsof eta survive,as well as the lower apex and righttip of the bottom strokeof
sigma.
Line 2: The tips of the diagonalsof chi (lesslikelyof a kappa or sigma)surviveat the left edge.
Line 3: The tops of the diagonalsof upsilon(orchi) are preserved.I doubt whetherthere has been an error
of stonecuttinghere, [- ]&tv)p
for [- ]&tvS.

This appears to be a list of names arranged in columnar fashion, with patronymics.
There is some cramping of letters towards the right, suggesting either that this fragment
derives from near the edge of the stone or that the columns were quite narrow (or these
names rather long).
The script and spacing are similar to those ofIG 112798 (E.M. 7449+7455), dated around
the mid-3rd century B.C., and 857 (E.M. 7480), dated before 224/3; these are Hymettian, not
Pentelic marble, however. Of lists of names from which this fragment might derive, the only
strong candidate is Agora I 131, apparently a list of men from Lamptrai, dated by its editor to
the late 3rd century B.C.,34 but the treatment of its surface does not seem quite the same
as that of the fragment here discussed; if, however, it does belong to the same stele, the names
will have been accompanied by both patronymics and demotics.
32 (P1.47). Two nonjoining fragments of bluish, micaceous Pentelic marble (I 4625), found at
different times and places.
Fragmenta was found on March 17, 1937, in a modern wall southeastof the MarketSquare in the area
south of the Eleusinion(N-Q 12-14). Part of the left side may be preserved;otherwise,it is broken all around
and at the back.
P.H. 0.073 m.; p.W 0.039 m.; p.Th. 0.04 m.
Fragmentb was found on April 14, 1937, in the Post-HerulianWall south of the Eleusinion(N-Q 12-14).
It is brokenall around and at the back.
P.H. 0.092 m.; p.W 0.077 m.; p.Th. 0.032 m.
L.H. 0.005-0.006 m.; nonstoichedon,with a verticalcheckerof ca.0.0093-0.010 m.
ca. 230-220 a.

Non-ETOIX.

a

lacuna
-]9------------1

E)oX[---- --------?
'AX9[- ?----------KXY[-----------lacuna
b

5

[

]X[

-----...

[---...]Auc[
34

Meritt 1934, no. 49.

?
-------

]
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[-

- ]?q 4DX[ - -- - -__
- - - - 5vv[-.
lacuna

Line 1: The bottom of the right hasta of nu is preserved.
Line 2: The left foot of lambda survives.
Line 3: The upper part of a round letter is preserved;it could, therefore,be a theta or an omicron.
Line 5: The right foot of lambda survives.
Line 8: The bottom of the lowest diagonalof sigma is partlypreserved.
Line 10: Between epsilon and sigma there is a roughlycircularabrasionthat may be the remains of an
omega, although the space seems rathersmall for a full-widthletter.

The hand is distinctive,with a very small delta, epsilon having a shortermiddle stroke,
small-loopedrho, somewhatflattenedsigma, and well-shapedomega; it may be the same as
that of Agora I 6020, dated ca. 230 B.C., although the absence of such key letters as delta
and rho from the latterfragmentmakes definiteascriptionimpossible.35
This is a list of names with patronymicsbut without demotics (see line 10), arranged
in columns.There is no indicationas to whether these are Attic or foreign.
33 (P1.47). A fragmentof bluishwhite,micaceousPentelicmarble(I 4172), found on May 23,
1936, in surfacefill in the area north of the Odeion (K-N 6-9). It is brokenall aroundand at
the back. The minimum intercolumnarspace is 0.005 m.
P.H. 0.102 m.; p.W 0.137 m.; p.Th. 0.088 m.; L.H. 0.005-0.006

m.; nonstoichedon, with a vertical

checkerof 0.014 m.
ca. 229-209 B.C.
Column I

Non-ETOIX.

Column II
lacuna

lacuna
ApX

-------I

[- - - - - - -]qE-paorx
5

?-- - - - - - - -]EvoxX
- - [] _ - - - - ---

lacuna

[-----------?

q- - - - - - - - - - Epp4[aq?-.----'Av-[-

- --

- - - --

lacuna

Line 1: The bottoms of these letterssurvive.
Line 8: The bottom of iota survivesat the right edge.
Line 9: The left tip of the horizontalof tau is preservedin the break.

This is a list of names with patronymics,the latter abbreviated.The fragmentis by the
same hand and has the same spacingand marbletype as Agora I 5996,36which has lettersof
the same height as the fragmenthere discussed. It could, therefore,derive from the same
stele: this is part of a prytany document but derives from the decree portion, rather than
from the register.Another fragment,Agora I 6756, is a list ofprytanis from the phyle Oineis;
it has letterspreciselylike those of the fragmenthere discussed,except that they are smallerin
AgoraXV; no. 118. See Tracy 1990, p. 254, who suggestsa date before 229 B.C.
AgoraXV: no. 145, ascribedby Tracy (1990, p. 48) to the cutter of IG JJ2 1706, who was active between
229/8 and ca. 203 B.C.
35
36
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height, and exhibitsabbreviationofpatronymicsat line ends in the same manneras 33.37 The
names, so far as they can be restored,are all common ones, found in many demes and phylai.
34 (P1.48). A fragment of blue-grayHymettian marble (I 4882), found on May 22, 1937,
in a Late Roman disturbanceof a Classicalfloor southeast of the Propylon of the Tholos
(H 11).The smooth-dressedleft side is preserved,with a margin of 0.014 m.
P.H. 0.065 m.; p.W 0.054 m.; p.Th. 0.035 m.; L.H. line 1, 0.006 m.; lines 2ff., 0.005 m.; nonstoichedon,
with a verticalcheckerin lines 2ff. of 0.009 m.
fin. saec.III a. velinit.saec.II a.
lacuna
'Ap[----------

Non-ETOIX.

?
'ApLO[-- ?---?---'AvOe[pi--- -- -- --- 1
K)xoni[tpa? -?---- -

5

'AyotoX[- ?-----'Emtxp[a------ ?

-

lacuna

Line4: The leftfootof alphasurvives.
Line5: The leftfootof lambdais preserved.No namewiththisbeginningis attestedat Athens.Possibly,
the gamma may be an error for a pi or, less likely,KP; it is also just possible that the letter read as pi is, in

fact,a deficientrho,so thata namebeginning'Ayopo-mightbe restoredhere.

The letter forms seem closest to those of Agora I 6750, a prytany document of ca. 175
B.C.,38 but are also very like those of another, earlier prytany document, IG II2 912+Agora

I 4146, dated ca. 210/09-201/0.39 Thus, a date between ca. 210 and 175 B.C. seems likely.
The letter forms of IG I12 2357 (E.M. 8084) also bear a fairly close resemblance to those
of this fragment:it mightjust possiblyderivefrom the same stele.
All these names may be female; if so, a possible identificationof the person named in
in the
line 3 is 'AvOeiLoc'AnoXXGvLou
who served as an arrephoros
'AcpL8vocLou
OUy~OC-pj,40
period 250-200 B.C. If this fragment is similar to, or a part of IG 112 2357 (E.M. 8084),
however,these are likelyto be the names of slavesor commoners,ratherthan of Atheniansof
good family.
35 (P1.48). A fragmentof micaceousPentelicmarble(I 5141), found on November 30, 1937,
in a modern house wall outside the Market Square, south of the Church of Holy Apostles
(O 18). The left side is preserved,along with parts of a crowning molding and a vertical,
uninscribedfascia, above which may have been a relief.
AgoraXV, no. 117. Tracy (1990, pp. 44-54) ascribesthis, too, to the cutter of IG JJ2 1706, to whom he
attributessome 72 documents. Most of the inscriptionsattributedto this cutter by Tracy have letters slightly
smallerthan those of 33.
38 AgoraXV, no. 201. Tracy (1990, p. 103) ascribesthis to the cutter of I 247, whose work he places between
194/3 and 148/7.
= AgoraXVXno. 138. Tracy (1990, pp. 55-60) places this cutter'sworkbetween 226/5 and ca. 190 B.C.
40 PA932.
37
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P.H. 0.158 m. (fascia,0.033 m.; molding, 0.062 m.); p.W 123 m.; p.Th. 0.092 m. (projectionof molding
and fascia, 0.016 m.); L.H. line 1, 0.023 m.; line 2, ca. 0.008 m.; probably nonstoichedon, with horizontal
spacingin line 1 of ca. 0.0 14 m.
saec.III a.?
[E]~60u[?----;
[E]a
7t[-- - - - [
@a- ]it[----1

Non-ETOIX.
--

-]

lacuna

Line 1: The left diagonal of upsilon survives,though badly damaged.
Line 2: Below and slightlyto right of the firstupsilon of line 1, the upper right corner of a pi is preserved.
The letter strokesare much shallower than those of line 1, and so the letters themselves are likely to have
been considerablysmaller.

If this is part of a decree, rather than of a list of names, the first line is likely to have
contained a heading or the name of an honorand.If so, line 2 may contain the beginning of
an archon formula: [&nd. -p[---cpxovtoq].The space availablebefore the pi of line 2
is sufficientfor, at most, four letters, perhaps only three, so that one might restore either
II[---pXov-ro5].The probablechange in letter sizes
[dz *]7t[---- &pxovToq]or [&HL]
from line 1 to line 2 makes a privatemonument unlikely.41
-

36 (P1.48). A fragmentof blue-grayHymettian marble (I 6667), found on April 28, 1954,
in a Late Hellenistic or Early Roman context at the west end of the Middle Stoa (H 13).
The stipple-dressedright side is preserved.
P.H. 0.126 m.; p.W 0.094 m.; p.Th. 0.078 m.; L.H. lines 1-2, 0.005 m.; lines 4ff., 0.006-0.007
nonstoichedon,with a verticalcheckerof 0.0105-O.011 m.
fin. saec.III a.?

i.;

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna

-~~~~~~~~-'
]vacat.....

?-----5

[

?
?---.

[------[------- ]

. vv

**

r

](oq

cap8[oq?]

lacuna
Line 4: The right hasta of nu is preserved.
Line 7: The right foot of lambda survives.
Line 8: The upper left corner of rho is preservedin the break,but no trace of the loop survives.
Line 9: The mason omitted the arms of kappa;the apex of delta is preserved.

This seems to be a column of names, without patronymicsor demotics. The first two
lines may be by a differenthand, perhapsindicatingthat this fragmentderivesfrom a serial
document, with entriesbeing made at intervals,ratherthan all at the same time.
41

Nevertheless,Donald Bradeenincludesit in the Concordanceof Unedited Fragments,Category2, "Stelai
and Other Monuments",in AgoraXVII, p. 200, dating it to the 4th centuryB.C.
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With so few individuallettersto judge by,it is difficultto determinethe characteristicsof
the second hand (lines4ff.):alphais generallytallerthan its neighborsand rathernarrow,with
its bar set at about the one-thirdpoint of its height and its two diagonalsnot quite meeting at
the apex; delta is smaller,all three strokesof the same length and the two diagonals not
quite meeting at the apex; eta and nu are both low and ratherbroad;omicron is smallishand
set ratherhigh; and sigma has a flattishtop, its bottom strokemeeting the second diagonal
not at its end but about one-thirdto half-wayalong, so that this letter has a "drop-heeled"
look. There is no hint of serifs. These characteristicsseem closest to those of IG JJ2 851,
a decree dated probably in the late 3rd century B.C. (E.M. 7493+7510+Agora I 5871),42
althoughthere is some resemblance,too, except for the lack of serifsand the more irregular
heightsof the letters,to the styleof Tracy's"Cutterof Agora I 6006", of the mid-2nd century
B.C.43 There are reallytoo few letterspreservedfor certainty.
37 (P1.48). A fragmentof bluishwhite, micaceousPentelicmarble(I 6697), found injanuary
of 1955, in the trench for a modern water line between the Temple of Ares and the Altar of
Zeus (J 8-9). The flat, rough-pickedback and the rough-pickedrightside are preserved,with
a drafted edge 0.01 m. wide where the right side adjoins the face. The face was originally
polished. The right marginvariesbetween 0.010 m. and 0.044 m.
P.H. 0.172 m.; p.W 0.132 m.; Th. 0.048 m.; L.H. line 3, 0.007 m.; lines 4ff., 0.008 m.; nonstoichedon,

witha verticalcheckerof 0.016m.
fin. saec.III a.?

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna

vacat

?-----------------]

5

vacat
.]5
?-----------------vacat
----]L
?-[--]--?.-----............]CalO5
vacat
- - - - - - - - - - - - -- L
vacat
[[-------------

]6GLoq

vacat

[-------------

..]

vacat

[----

10

-------?-]plO5

vacat

?-----------------]
[-------------------]

vacat
vacat

lacuna

Line2: The righttipof thelowestdiagonalof sigmasurvives.
Line5: The bottomof theverticalof upsilonis preserved.
Lines9ff.: The surfaceto rightof andbelowthe finalletterof line 8 survives,providingan uninscribed
verticalspaceof 0.039m., enoughfortwomorelinesof text.

This appearsto be a list of names in columns,with demotics (and,perhaps,patronymics
as well).There is considerablechoice of demoticsrestorablein lines 4, 6, and 8, but whatever
is restoredin these lines, men of severaldifferentphylai are listed.
Tracy (1978, pp. 261-266 = 1990, p. 73) attributesthis to the cutter of IG II2 913, adding the Agora
fragment,which was originallypublishedas Meritt 1961, no. 16. He now dates this cutter'sactivitiesbetween
210/09 and 171/0. Previouseditorsplaced IG II2 851 just before 224/3; see also Osborne 1981, no. D91.
43 Tracy 1978, pp. 261-266 = 1990, pp. 146-162, dated between 169/8 and 135/4 B.C.
42
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I have not been able to match the letter shapes, sizes, and spacing with those of any published inscription, but insufficient useful diagnostic shapes survive for certainty. The closest
matches are provided by several documents of the later 3rd century B.C.: IG JJ2 804, 820,44
828, and 833,45 the last dated to 229/8, and AgoraXV, nos. 12646 and 130, the latter dated to
220/19. None of these seems likely to be the home of this fragment, except, perhaps, IG JJ2
828 (E.M. 289), which may involve epidosisand thus could have ended with a list of names.47
38 (P1.49). A fragment of bluish white marble, perhaps pale Hymettian rather than Pentelic
(I 1422), found on March 1, 1934, in a late context northeast of the Tholos (H 11).48 The
stipple-dressed right side is preserved, with a drafted edge 0.010 m. wide where it adjoins
the face. Line 2 is carved in rasura.
P.H. 0.112 m.; p.W 0.095 m.; p.Th. 0.046 m.; L.H. 0.006-0.007 m.; nonstoichedon, with a vertical
checkerof 0.016 m.
fin. saec.III a. velinit.saec.II a.?

Non-ETOIX.

lacuna
[---------- -?.4

[---

?----------[-------?-

5

- --------

[----------[-?-?- -

I

(inrasura)
K]ovOuXiOEv
vacat
-- ]yov
-...

'E]ppetos

V

----- ]C(.avVV

- - - -- - ............'IIxX]pLEUt(<)

lacuna
Line 1: The bottoms of alpha and theta survive;the stone breaksbelow the bar of alpha and the dot of
If this restorationis correct,
theta. The restorationmight be, for instance, [&y(vo0rks Hlav]aQ[vjaEWv].49
was replaced by agonothetai
the date of this document should be after ca. 245-230 B.C., when a single agonothetes
for each of the major festivals,50but the letter forms requirean even later date, after 212/1 (see below).
Line 3: The stone breakson the vertical;the bar seems rather long for the right half of the horizontal
of a tau, and so gamma is the likeliestreading here. The restorationwill involve &nt with the office in the
accusative,as also in line 5.
Line 5: The top bar and left upper corner of epsilon survive and perhaps also the tip of the bottom
horizontal.The top horizontalterminatesin what may be a very abbreviatedvertical;if this is a letter stroke,
the letter will be pi, not epsilon or gamma.
Line 6: The top loop of rho survives;the sigma of the demotic was never inscribed: to judge by the
arrangementof lines 2 and 4, the demotic did not run over into the next line.
44 Tracy (1990, p. 134) attributesthis to the cutter of IG II2 903, whose work he places between 179/8 and
161/0.
45 Tracy(1990, p. 46) attributesthis to the cutterof IG II2 1706, whose workhe places between 229/8 and ca.
203 B.C.
46 Also ascribedby Tracy (1990, p. 134) to the cutter of IG II2 903.
47 See now Tracy (1988, pp. 314-315), who attributesthis, perhaps with IG II2 749 as well, to the cutter
of IG II2 788, ca. 255-235/4 B.C.
48 Tracy (1990, p. 74) has also identified38 as being the work of the cutter of IG II2 913.
49 Cf. Schweigert 1939, no. 13, line 2.
50 See the discussion of this under IG II2 1705, line 2 and also Schweigert 1939, no. 13, which was first
dated to ca. 230 B.C. but later moved up to ca. 245 B.C.
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The letterforms are distinctive:this appearsto be yet anotherexample of the workof the
"Cutterof IG 1129l3",5' whose workfalls in the period 212/1-174/3. The closest match is
providedby Meritt 1942, no.57 (AgoraI 2334), dated to 208/7 (whichhas, however,a rather
square-loopedrho).AgoraXV nos. 144 (AgoraI 6592) and 150 (Agora1 5912), both dated to
the end of the 3rd centuryB.C.,appearvery similar,althoughTracy does not include them in
his list of this cutter'swork.52Less close matches are provided by IG 112909 (E.M. 7551),
which is dated ca. 170 B.C.,53 and 951 (E.M. 7433/4/5), which is dated to 168/7.54 The
manner in which Athenian victorsare listedprecludesit being attributedto the Panathenaic
12 2314, Column II of which Tracy attributesto this cutter,55nor is any of
victor list IGC
the other documentslisted by Tracy the home of this fragment.
The names alternatein the nominativewith somethingelse in the accusative;the phylai
involved are Pandionis (III), Akamantis(V), and Antigonis (XI), or Attalis (XIV if dated
after 200 B.c.). Thus, this could be a list of magistrates,each preceded by a heading [6t;
- --],
as in the case of IG 112 1707+Agora I 749656 or Agora I 2462.57 A
Cov//TNv/x
similararrangementis found in IG 112 1705+Agora I 3951.58 The stele heading of IG 112
1707+Agora I 7496 reads ot &v8pe; &tt&1no 7poaa6ouqot68e xeXeyocoVnVTML:
these
officialswere thus involved in the collection of taxes.59Another possible fragment of one
of these lists of magistratesis Agora I 2324 (24).
39 (P1.49). A fragmentof blue-grayHymettianmarble (I 3782), found on March 19, 1936,
in a marblepile in the area of the southwestcornerof the MarketSquare(H-K 1-14).60The
rough-pickedback is preserved,as may be the rough-pickedbottom; the right side also may
possiblybe original.There is a verticaluninscribedspace of 0.010 m. below line 3.
with a verticalcheckerof
P.H.0.154 m.; p.W 0.274 m.; Th. 0.268 m.; L.H. 0.005 m.; nonstoichedon,
0.0093m.
fin. saec.III vel init.saec.II a.
lacuna

Non-ETOIX.

[-----ALoC]*.%op181)G[---?

?--?------

...]5 'E7&v64[----]

.....X],oXapy[c6q--]
....
svaat

]

Forthis cutter'swork, see Tracy 1978, pp. 255-266 (= Tracy 1990, pp. 71-79).
Tracy (1990, p. 33) describesI 6592 merely as being "in the style of" the cutter of IG II2 913; I 5912
he ascribesto the cutter of IG II2 903 (1990, p. 134),whose workhe places between 179/8 and 161/0.
53 Now ascribedby Tracy (1990, p. 115) to the cutter of IG II2 913.
54 Ascribedby Tracy (1990, p. 134) to the cutter of IG II2 903.
55 Tracy 1990, p. 101.
56 = Tracy 1984, no. 3, dated to 181/0.
57 Meritt 1968, no. 21, dated to 266/5.
58 = Schweigert 1939, no. 13 (see note 50 above).
59 Cf. also the officialsot Enl t&q npoa68ouq in the Pythaisinscriptionsin the Athenian Treasuryat Delphi
and those &it tgv yuXaxhv 6)v tep&ivXprjA&rcvat Delos (IG112 2336+2454 and LD 1416, etc.; see now
Tracy 1982).
60
Identifiedby Tracy (1990, p. 74) as by the cutter of IG I12 913.
51
52
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Line 1: Both arms of kappa are preservedbut not the vertical.At the right edge an apparentleft vertical
strokemay be part of a nu but is more likelyto be a random cut which continues,albeit more shallowly,below
the stoichos;to its rightis a slantingcut that is at the same angle as that of the loweststrokeof the sigma in line 2,
and so sigma seems the likeliestreadinghere.
Line 2: I have assumed that this line contains a personal name, followed by a patronymic; it is not
impossible that, instead, this line contains a reference to the office of Priest of the Eponymos,
although the
- - ]: the usual formula is &na7tvcar
restorerthen has to cope with the presence of a sigma before &ncovu6[ou
8Uxac t6v oaq.Eav
-t5 PouXiq(name)xac t6v tEp6atou &ncovu,4ou
(name)xctdt6v x5puxa -t5 PouXBqxat
toi &5liou(name),xtX.61A female eponymos
(in the genitive)is unlikely,as are pluraleponymoi
(in the accusative).

This fragment,too, is the work of the cutter of IG 112913.62 The scriptand spacing are
also similarto those of IG I122430 (E.M. 2660), which does not appearin Tracy'schecklistof
inscriptionsby this cutter;that document does not, however,seem to include demotics and
may, indeed, record the names of non-Athenians.The names do not seem to have been
arrangedin columnarfashion, but, if the right side and bottom are original, it is difficultto
see in this a list ofproedroi
(fromthe preambleof a decree).Its thickness,in any case, suggestsa
base of some sort or a very massivestele. None of the documentslisted by Tracy seems to be
the home of this fragment, but one, the second decree of IG II2 896, may provide a clue
of the Panathenaia,
as to its identification:this is a decree in praiseof a board of 24 Epimeletai
listed in random orderof phylai,by name (in the accusative,patronymic,and demotic).If the
last partiallypreservedletter in line 1 is, indeed, a nu, this could be part of a similar list
of Epimeletai.

40 (P1.49). A fragmentof bluishwhite Pentelicmarble(I 1085),found onJanuary2, 1934, in
a marble pile in front of and between the Temple of Apollo and the Stoa of Zeus (G-K
5-8). It is broken all around and at the back. There is an uninscribedspace of 0.062 m.
to left of the firstline, and line 2 is inset to the right.
P.H. 0.045 m.; p.W 0.115 m.; p.Th. 0.13 m.; L.H. 0.007 m.; stoichedon (?),with a horizontal checker
of 0.0093 m. and a verticalcheckerof 0.012 m.
antemed.saec.III a.?
lacuna
OopX[LEEG]
- I[ -- - -----lacuna

FTOIX.

-----

This could be, for instance,part of a prytanylist or a list of ephebes. If it derivesfrom the
period of the ten phylai, it will belong to Antiochis;if it derivesfrom the period of the twelve
phylai, it will belong to Demetrias. It is difficultto assign this fragment to any particular
document on the basis of the very few letterspreservedhere; they match in size, shape, and
spacing,however,those of Agora I 1680, a prytanydocument of the early 2nd centuryB.C.,
which is also Pentelicmarbleand thus might possiblybe part of the same stele.63If it does so
belong, Agora I 1680 will referto Antiochis.
61

See AgoraXV: pp. 12-13 for a list of these in prytanydocuments.
Identifiedby Tracy (1990, p. 74; see also Tracy 1978, pp. 255-261); see, too, I 1422 (38), which is also
the workof this cutter.
63 Agora
XV: no. 161. Ascribedby Tracy (1990, p. 150) to the cutterof I 6006.
62
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41 (P1. 50). Two nonjoining fragments of micaceous, bluish white marble (I 654), probably
Pentelic, found at different times and places.
Fragmenta was found on March 31, 1933, in a marble dump west of the Middle Stoa (C-I 10-14). Two
adjoininginscribedfaces are preserved,but it is otherwisebrokenall aroundand at the back. The lower part of
Face B may never have been inscribed.
P.H. 0.097 m.; p.W (FaceB) 0.114 m.; p.Th. (FaceA) 0.027 m.
Fragmentbwas found on April 7, 1933, in a marbledump west of the Odeion (G-I 10-14). It is brokenall
aroundand at the back. Part of Face B is preserved.
PH. 0.082 m.; p.W 0.124 m.; p.Th. 0.024 m.
L.H. Face A, 0.005 m.; nonstoichedon, with a vertical checker of 0.0118 m.; Face B, 0.006 m.;
nonstoichedon,with a verticalcheckerof 0.01 m.
a

antemed.saec.II a. (184/3?)
lacuna

Face A

Non-ETOIX.

]xc.]

?.---------------

?---------------..
5

[v?l?

?..----g]<lT

Column I

lacuna
Face B
lacuna

Column II
lacuna

[..]L[-----------]
T[L]7O8[X- - -[-

10

b

[V

- - - -

] -'I"UnEVU6ve

-

]

vacat
lacuna
Column I
Face B
lacuna
1-- - - - - - - - - - - -]
15
----- ---1HcIxvtcxx[
I-Iv
[_-_

_A__ ______HYwyarLg

lacuna

Column II
lacuna
A[-

?

- - ?-'Hyalocx[I--[ - -- -- ?-- -- -- -v
e6TL[0 -o] - -?- -? - - -

20

- - - - -?
?- - (LXVL[XOc

?
Kp&t[v -------?

-

AMxo[ ?--------?
lacuna
Line 1: The bottom of omega is preserved;as in the case of the omega of line 21, it has no feet.
Line 4: Perhaps[u'ndp6v &nayy6XXOUaVot np]uT&J[VELg
tig Kexpontloc?],[&taXLV~aXLTouq np]ut&j[VElg T
boa 98ELTUO(V=l],[T6VYpaVVWUea
Kexponl8o~?],[Xat'ra tEp'a&nMUGEU'nip TCOV
nP]U-r&[VJE(V
t6v xcxt&a
or [xcxtatacxL &v TG)Lnp]utc|J[VLX&SL]. All thesephrasesor clausesare found at various
np]uac|J[veLcav]
points in prytanydecreesof the 2nd centuryB.C., but the last seems best suitedto this document, since the list on

the adjacentFaceB seemsto derivefromnearthe bottomof the stele.
Line 5: Perhaps[su'aE3Pd] t[j

ip6~ toCk OE:oC xtX.] or [&LxCLatoMvv] T[

or,morelikely,partof a formularelatingto the costof publication.

nEpt tOCg npUT&VEL~],
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Line 7 (FaceB, Column I): The full height of iota is preserved,though abraded.
Line 8: The two left diagonalsand the right diagonalof mu survive.
Line 9: The right outer diagonal of mu and the bottom of omicron are preserved.
Lines 11ff.: No letter tracescan be discernedhere, but, except at the left, the surfaceseems to be original.
Near the bottom of the stone, 0.021 m. below the last inscribed line (NEE), there are random marks that
resemble the letters TIIA, 0.006-0.008 m. in height. If, in fact, these are letters, one might restore the word
9nQ[ypaVat?U ] here, for instance,but thereis no traceof any other titlesand names such as one might expect
above this word.
Line 15 (Fragmentb, Face B, Column II):The bottoms of these letterssurvive.
Line 18: The left hasta and the diagonalof nu survive,the formermore angled than one would expect of a
nu; it resembles,almost, a lambda. Lines 19ff.are set below and to the right of the alpha of line 18.
Line 20: The top of iota survives.
Line 23: The apex of lambda survives;the name could be Lykosor Lykophron.
Line 24: The upper horizontalof epsilon and the top of its verticalsurvive;it could instead be a gamma.

The letter shapes and their spacing correspond, as does the marble type, to those of
Agora I 4462, a prytany document of the phyle Kekropis,dated to 184/3,64 of which stele
it might be a part. The letter forms have been identified as those employed by a prolific
letter cutter,active between 194/3 and 148/7.65
If Face A embodies part of a decree, it may have been similar to IG II2 1748 and 1749,66

both prytany dedications of the mid-4th century B.C., in which the left lateral face bore a
decree honoring officialsof the prytany and the obverse bore a dedication by the prytanes
whose names were listed there below it, deme-by-deme.The prytanydocuments of the 2nd
century,however,do not seem to be arrangedin this manner.The numbersof men involved
(fragmentb, lines 5-10) are not out of line with what we know of the bouleutic quota for
the deme of Aixone in the 2nd century B.C.67

Since the deme of Xypete was transferredto Demetrias from Kekropisin 308/7, while
Aixone was alwaysa part of Kekropis,if this is part of a prytanyrecordof the phyle Kekropis,
the date must be after the Macedonian era when Demetrias was abolished, as the letter
forms, in fact, indicate.
42 (P1.51). A fragment of bluish white Pentelic marble ( 1941), found on May 8, 1934,
in a late context west of the Tholos (G 12). The smooth-dressedback and stipple-dressed
right side are preserved,with a margin of 0.008 m.
P.H. 0.086 m.; p.W 0.137 m.; Th. 0.072 m.; L.H. 0.005-0.006 m.; nonstoichedon,with a verticalchecker
of 0.012 m.
antemed.saec.II a.
lacuna
e&v
?)pL6pL
.]LXoq e3pL&OL
[-?-?-----EpLOL
?-?-?-?-?.]-----onno

Non-ETOIX.
vacat
vacat

AgoraXV, no. 181.
Tracy (1973, pp. 192-195 = Tracy 1978, p. 245 and 1990, pp. 99-109) dubs this man "Cutter5: The
Cutter of Agora I 247".
66
AgoraXV; nos. 26 and 38, respectively.
67
See Traill 1975, table VII: Kekropis.
64
65
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5

.. .]g 83ptd&a
[ -?-[
?---------?]
8pt6&at
lacuna

vacat
vacat

The demotics are abbreviatedin every line: epL&al(oq).
Line 2: A name ending [-p]LXoq,[-X]LXoq,
or [-6]i.Xoq.
Line 3: Some name whose ending is [-n]annoois likeliest.
Line 5: The tops of the firsttwo lettersare preserved.

With so few individualletterspreserved,it is difficultto be precise about this hand, but
it appears to be the same as that of IG 12 891 (E.M. 7511) and 893bc (E.M. 7582/3), the
formerplaced in 188/7, the latternow undated.68AgoraXV, nos. 168, now dated to 181/0,69
and 161, not securelydated, may also be by this hand.
The thicknessof the stele suggests a width of ca. 0.32 m., allowing space for at least
one more column of names at the left, and a full height of perhaps ca. 0.65 m., allowing
a total of about fifty names in each column. Thria belonged to the phyle Oineis, but this
cannot be a prytanylist or bouleuticcatalogue;it is more likelyto be part of a list of epheboi,
or
a list of troops similar to IG 112 1955, or the cleruchy list IG 112 1951, in which personal
are listed along with abbreviateddemotics.
names (withor without patronymrics)
43 (P1.51). A fragmentof bluishwhite, micaceousPentelicmarble(I 4701), found on April 9,
1937, in front of the Stoa of Attalos, opposite Shop No. 12 (P 9). The smooth-dressedright
side is preserved,with a marginof 0.005 m. Below line 8 there is a verticaluninscribedspace
of 0.028 m.
P.H. 0.248 m.; p.W 0.089 m.; p.Th. 0.128 m.; L.H. 0.008-0.01 m.; nonstoichedon,with a verticalchecker
of 0.0175 m. in lines 1-6 and of 0.019 m. in lines 6-8.
antemed.saec.II a.

5

lacuna
?---------------?Vt4e6]
]---1
[--------------]
?]------------1
[----------------]
?----------------?]9O0vo
?_______________
-----------------------------.
lcuna

Non-ETOIX.

vacat
vacat
Bepevtx[.]
vacat
]OU
.] vacat

Line 1: This could equallywell be a genitive,ratherthan a nominative.
Line 6: The right half of omicron survives.The lower left angle of sigma is preservedat the right edge.
[14tapX]93ovroq,velsim.?
68 These two fragmentswere separatedfrom the dated fragmentIG JJ2893a by Tracy (1978, p. 259), who
noted, correctly,that they are not by the same hand as fragmenta. IG 112891 is ascribedby Tracy(1990, p. 122)
to the cutterof I 6765, whose workhe places between 188/7 and 181/0. IG II2 893a he ascribes(1990, p. 73) to
the cutter of IG I12 913, whose work he places between 210/09 and 171/0. Osborne (1981, no. D98) dates
IG II2 893bcaround 200.
69 See Trail 1978, p. 327. Tracy (1990, p. 122) now attributesit, too, to the cutter of I 6765.
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The name in line 4 maybe feminine(BepevLx[Y])or the demotic BepevLx[(8n],probably
abbreviated;if the latter,this will providethe phyle affiliationPtolemais.
Script and spacing are the same as those of IG 112956 (E.M. 7560+ 10547+1oststone),
dated to 161/0,70 but this document is inscribedon Hymettian marble,not Pentelic.
The names may include demotics,in the genitivecase. It is not clear whether or not the
names are arrangedin columnarfashion;if they are, and if the name in line 4 is that of a deme,
not of a person, abbreviationsmust have been employed. The genitive endings, however,
suggest that this might have been a monument similar to IG 112956-965, which are lists
of victorsin the Theseia;71in the lowerpart of these listsnames sometimesrun over from one
line to the next (cf.IG II2 956, lines 79-80: &x-rC&v
cpuXapXcav'ApocatcLv
E'pou Atye[8oI] I
in
Thus,
one
might
restore
line
8 of 43 the same way. Again, these lists of victors
yuXiq).
in the Theseia include other rubricssuch as that of IG 112956, lines 58-60: Tel ot36TCX[(LI
t]oi5 E[LU]ou&yMuppLvou6TTr,
and a
['Apat'L&voq
[ypuX'&vLxcA]tye [] ypuXapxoivTogI
similarrubricmight be restoredin lines 6-7 of 43. See also Agora I 4095 (47 below), which
might be yet anotherfragmentof one of these lists.
44 (P1.51). A fragmentof bluishwhite Pentelic(orpale Hymettian)marble(I 4145), found on
May 15, 1936, in a mixed Late Roman and Byzantinecontext between the Odeion and the
Tholos (J 11).It is brokenall aroundand at the back. Faintguidelinesare incised above and
below the lettersoflines 1 and 2,0.01 m. apart.There is a verticaluninscribedspace of 0.03 m.
between lines 2 and 4, probablyindicatingthat another line was inscribedhere to the left.
P.H. 0.136 m.; p.W 0. 124 m.; p.Th. 0.048 m.; L.H. lines 1-2, 0.01 m.; lines 4ff., 0.007 m.; nonstoichedon,
with a verticalcheckerin lines 1-2 and 4ff. of 0.021 m.
antemed.saec.II a.?
[-------[--------.

[-- --

5

I-------.]v
[-------I------

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna
..]Bou vacat[---I.]v9at

[-------I
-..] vacat[-?]--

vacat[-----

]Xou N[ ------?
IoyI---]au

-----

I
I-

lacuna
Line 2: The upperleft corner of what seems to be a rho survives.This suggeststhe restorationNupiEp[Loq],
but this name is always spelled Nouji,pLoq;no examples exist with the omicron omitted, as would have to
be the case here. Another, perhaps more likely,reading is [E6w]vup?e[q],if the letter read as a dotted rho
is, in fact, a damaged upsilon.
Line 4: The change in letterheight suggeststhat a new list or rubricmay begin here. A new hand may also
be at work.
Line 6: The diagonalsof upsilon are preserved.

This appears to be a list of names with patronymics (and, perhaps, also with demotics). Similar guidelines appear on Agora I 884 (see 45 below, dated to the middle of
70
71

Tracy (1990, p. 134) attributesIG II2 956 to the cutter of IG II2 903.
On the inscriptionsrelatingto the Theseia, see now Bugh 1990, pp. 20-37.
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the 2nd centuryB.C. and describedas "bluishmarble"),72whose letterforms appearto be the
same as those of 44, but the spacingof FaceA of that documentis different,and its lettersare
greater in size. Since, however,the nature and extent of I 884 remain unknown, it is quite
possiblethat this fragmentderivesfromthe same stele,whose left side was also once inscribed
but subsequentlyerased.Indeed, what can be made out on Face B of I 884 indicatesthat the
letters were of about the same height as those of 44, which does not, however, bear any
indicationof deliberateerasure,as does Face B of I 884.
45 (P1.52). Since the left side of I 884 has never been published, I print here what can be
made out. Line 1 correspondsto line 2 of Face A. The descriptionof the stone is adapted
from that given by its firsteditor,B. D. Meritt.
A largeblockof bluishmarble(I 884), foundon May 27, 1933, near the surfacenorthwest
ofthe Templeof Ares (J 7). The face (FaceA) and left side (FaceB) arepreserved,but otherwise
the stone is broken. The left side was once inscribed,but the inscriptionhas been carefully
erased.
P.H. 0.375 m.; p.W (Face A) 0.19 m.; Th. (= Face B) 0.205 m.; L.H. 0.006-0.008 m.; nonstoichedon,
with a verticalcheckeraveraging0.011 m.
Left lateral
med.saec.II a.

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna
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[-----------
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ca. 8 lines - -
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The lettersare so faint and damagedthat there is no point in attemptingto describethem. Whether or not
there were guidelines,as on Face A, is now impossibleto discern.
Line 1: X6[a[]B[iq]?
Line 3: [Kopu8]qXX[se5q]?
Perhapsabbreviated,as there does not seem to be room for three letters at
the end of the line.
Line 6: [Ho]T[&]U1Lo[q]?
72 Meritt 1967, no. 18. Several hands are involved;see Tracy (1990, pp. 150-158), who places it close to

150 B.C.
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Line 10: [ll]tOeq?
Line 13: e.g. [Zca]ntopou
[Ati]cpye[]?

In three (possiblyfive)cases,lines 1(?),3(?),6, 10, and 13, the line ends with a demotic;in
lines 10, 11, and 13 patronymicsalso are involved.Tracy suggeststhat the names on Face A
may have been arranged by phyle.74If he is correct, then perhaps those of Face B were
also arrangedby phyle.
It should be noted that 44 above also involvespatronymicsand, perhaps,demotics.
46 (P1.52). A fragment of dark, blue-gray Hymettian marble (I 4692), found in April of
1937, in a modern house wall, southeastof the MarketSquareand east of the Post-Herulian
Wall(U 22). The smooth-dressedrightside, pick-dressedleft side, and rough-pickedback are
preserved.The face is badly batteredand coveredwith mortar.
P.H. 0.29 m.; W 0.22 m.; Th. 0.185 m.; L.H. lines 1, 3, 5, 7, and 18ff.,0.005 m.; line 2, 0.005-0.006i.;
lines 4 and 8, 0.007-0.008 m.; line 6, 0.007 m.; nonstoichedon,with verticalspacing averaging0.0065 m.
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The nature of this document is obscure. The lower part (lines 18-30) may be a list of
names, with patronymics(and demotics?).Severalhands may be involved,but although the
spacing and physical dimensionsresemblethose of Agora I 884 (see 45 above), the marble
73 Cf. [Zc']nupogAtiwvEk, PA6259, 101/O
74

Tracy 1990, p. 158.
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type seems different.Both these blocks,however,when first deliveredfrom the quarrymay
have looked the same, since much of the color of Hymettian marble is often the result of
weatheringover a long period;when firstcut, all types of Hymettianmarbleare very white in
appearance.If so, the two blocksmay have formed, for instance,the left and right posts of a
doorway.I 884 was inscribedon two adjacentfaces;46, however,is inscribedon one face only,
althoughthe adjacentrightside is smooth dressed,as if it might have been preparedto receive
an inscription.At firstsight, the upperpart seems to list names (?)and phylai (?)on alternate
lines, but if the date lies in the 2nd century B.C. as the letter forms suggest, the "phyle"in
line 4 cannot be Demetrias. In the lower part, the presence of the genitive KexponcLo[c]
(line 18) suggestsa rubric somewhatlike that found, for instance, in the list of Panathenaic
victorsIG 112 2314, lines 69-78: [(nameand patronymic)- - ]wouKexponL'o[cIypuXij;].75
The letters that I have dotted are very much damaged, and I print what seems to be the true reading,
out of severalpossibilities,in most cases.
Line 2: Or, perhaps, the festival of the Olympiaia? The second letter seems to be an iota, missing its

top,butthereis alsoa diagonalcut to leftof thisthatmightbe the footof the leftleg of a lambda.
Line4: The festivalof the Delia? Whateverwas inscribedhere,the phylenameDemetriasis too long
forthe availablespace,as wellas beingimpossibleif the datesuggestedhereis correct.

47 (P1.52). A fragmentof micaceous,bluishwhite Pentelicmarble(J4095), found on April 27,
1936, in a Late Roman context west of the north end of the Stoa of Attalos (P 7). It is broken
all around and at the back.
P.H.0.139 m.; p.W 0.10 m.; p.Th. 0.0181 m.; L.H. 0.01Im.; nonstoichedon,with a verticalchecker
thatvariesbetween0.012 m. and 0.015 m. andwitha horizontalspacingthatvariesbetween0.002 m. and
0.004 m. ?Ihe checker pattern might be better described as "loose stoichedon",with a horizontal checker

of ca.0.0235m. anda verticalcheckerof ca.0.013m.)
postmed.saec.II a.?

Non-ETOIX.?
lacuna
[----------
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.
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? ----------[X0Up]FaTpq[Tog
lacuna

Line 1: The rightfootof lambdasurvives.
Line2: Bothfeetof lambdaarepreserved.SeveralnameswiththebeginningHuOo-areknown,no one of
themmorelikelythananyother.
Line 3: The tip of a diagonalstrokesurvivesat the top of the stoichosbut ratherlowerthanwouldbe
expectedin an upsilon;thereis alsoa faintdiagonalmarkat thebottomof thisstoichosthatmaybe the lower
armof kappa.The spacebeforethisis enoughforfournarrowor threewideletters,if therestoration
of line4 is
the leftedgeof the column.
correct,andthusestablishes
Line4: The topsof theselettersarepreserved.

The names appear to be arranged in columns, by name, patronymic, and, perhaps,
demotic. The script and spacing (exceptfor the very wide eta of line 3) seem close to those
75 See now Tracy and Habicht 1991. They discussa new, large fragmentof the same monument (cut, as is
Column II of IG II2 2314, by the Cutterof I 247), derivingfromthe right-handend of the monument and dated

170-162 B.C.
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of Face B (and perhaps also Face C) of Agora I 983 (dated to the second half of the 2nd
century B.C. and describedas "Pentelicmarble");76in that document, however,names run
on from one line to the next. 47 could be similarto 43 above,to whose scriptand spacingit is
also very close (althoughits letters are more deeply cut and its vertical spacing is slightly
greater);in this case, it may be yet another fragment of the lists of victors in the Theseia
(IGIJ2 956-965).
48 (P1. 52). A fragment of micaceous, bluish white Pentelic marble (I 5339), found on
March 13, 1938, in a modern context below the northeastcorner of the Akropolis(O 21).
The flat, rough-pickedback is preserved.There is a horizontaluninscribedspace of 0.034 m.
to left of the inscription.
P.H. 0.28 m.; p.W 0.166 m.; Th. (top)0.078 m.; (bottom)0.083 m.; L.H. 0.006 m.; nonstoichedon,with a
verticalcheckerof 0.008 m.
saec.Ip.

5

Non-ETOIX.
lacuna
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20
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Line 1: The bottom of iota survives.
Line 2: The foot and perhapsthe tip of the left arm of upsilon are preserved.
Line 3: The left foot of eta survives.
Line 7: The lower curve of omicron survives.
Line 9: The left uprightof mu survives,along with the top of the firstdiagonal.
Line 10: The left foot and apex of the firstand the left foot of the second alpha are preserved.
Line 20: There are traces between tau and sigma of either omicron or eta. The space at the beginning
of this line permits at least three letters,perhapsmore: [K6i]vt[o]qmightjust be possible as a restoration.

The comparativeabsence of Roman names from this list suggeststhat it may belong late
in the 1st century B.C. or in the 1st century after Christ, but the letter forms do not rule
out a date in the Antonine era of the 2nd centuryafterChrist,when there seems to have been
a revival of the style of the Augustan andJulio-Claudianeras.77The hand resemblesthat
found in IG 112 1973a and b, which are dated between A.D. 50/1 and 52/3,78 and also, to
76 Meritt 1967, no. 19 (Face A is placed earlier,in 164/3). Tracy (1990, p. 206) attributesthese faces of
the stele to severalhands of the last quarterof the 2nd centuryB.C.
77 Cf, for instance, IG II2 1108+(SEGXXI 509) and 1112+(SEGXXIV 149), Imperial letters of the time
of Commodus, whose letter forms are virtuallyindistinguishablefrom those of I 5339.
78 Forthe date, see Notopoulos 1949, p. 53. Follet(1976, p. 170)seems to imply that the date may lie closer to
the 2nd century.
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some extent, those of AgoraXV, nos. 292, 293, 300, and 306, the first dated to 21/0, the
rest dated around the end of the 1st century B.C. or a little later. The absence of demotics
and patronymicsis unusual but not unparalleledin this period.79 If this is a prytany list,
the deme affiliationmay have been inscribed on the missing portion of the stone, as, for
example, in AgoraXV, no. 309, where twenty-threenames follow the demotic IHaXX)veZl.
The letters, however,seem too small for a prytanylist of this date. By contrast,the ephebic
lists IG I121973aand bhave a letterheight of 0.007 m., and their scriptis very close to that of
the present document;80the names on the upper part of IGII2 1973 (fragmenta) are in
the accusative, but those on its lower part (fragmentb) are in the nominative, as they are
here.81 Thus, the presentdocumentmay be a part of IGII2 1973b,that is, a list of ephebes of
ca. A.D. 50/1-52/3.
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